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the same. This one was a first, as there was
actually more than one person standing for most
of the positions. This meant speeches and votes,
with some of the more informed candidates
bringing proxy votes (bits of paper with someones
supporting signature) which I thought was unfair
as the outcome might have been different had all
the candidates known this was possible. Hopefully
we shall see a full report on the outcome of this
meeting (written by one of the new members)
soon.

Howdy readers, and a new happy year to all and
one (or something like that). OK, that's enough
niceness for one editorial, so I'll get down to
business. You may have noticed that I've started
to keep a low profile in the Letters to the Editor
section. This is in the hope that left alone, the
recent masses of complaints and bitching will die
down, or tend towards hang gliding instead of
irrelevant issues such as sexism and e ditors. I
could easily defend my position as editor, but to do
so would imply that people such as Jane Watson
are to be taken seriously.
Recently a certain person sent me a copy of
November Skysailor in which he had highlighted
all the spelling mistakes. I know there have been a
few lately, But that issue was typed mostly by Peter
Eedy (sorry Pete) whose flying is somewhat better
than his spelling. He didn't particularly want to
do the typing, but being a nice guy he did it anyway
cause there was no one else to do it, and what the
heck, you can still read it. Hopefully there will be
less mistakes in th e future, but a few will always
slip through (hey, that last line rhymes!)
Tha t hand written plea at the back of last month's
issue for more comics (full pagers) was no joke.
Let's face it, comics are the most important part of
the magazine . So please, there must be heaps of
artists amongst you besides Julius and Adam
\\'hose funnies are, I think you'll agree, excellent.
\1aybe one or both of you guys want to do some
full pagers. After a compliment like that, how
Cl'uld \'ou resist'
L"q night (when [ \\"rote this, not when yo u read
iti I \\'ent to the .,"SW HGA general meeting, and

bov \\'as it fun, free bcer and nibblies! I'll cer tainly
Dt' gui ng again next yC'ar, ,md I stron gly advise any
t1Ull'r bcer and nibblv loving :\SW sky types to do

That's all folks, but remember - watch out for
those updraughts.
~eoff
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~~Safety Digest~~!!!!!!!"
WHAT I DID ON MY HOLIDAYS
I suppose that, first of all, I should give you a bit of
an explanation of the title of this piece. You see,
during November, I took a wander up the coast to
Rainbow Beach via Byron and "Our Cloud". Being
a hard working and well intentioned soul, I
carefully packed my notes for the December issue
into my much-battered briefcase, along with the
raw data from the Flying Hours Survey. My plan
was to use some of my leisure time to finish off
my reports and post them to Geoff in time for the
December issue. I guess you realise from the
absence of those items from that issue, that I
stuffed up. I'm sorry, no excuses, I just plain
forgot. So what you are about to read is a
"bumper'" issue of Safety Digest, including the long
awaited Flying Hours Report.

After the disappointing response to our request for
submissions, we had another attempt at getting
some more ideas from the States, and sent out a
quite simple questionaire. Again the response was
disappointing, but at least we have now gleaned
enough information from our various appeals to
put together a structure reflecting the wishes of the
State Committees wherever possible. Ironically, it
has turned out that the final result of the last 12
months of agonising over this issue, is a proposal
very similar to the original ideas that were so hotly
opposed. In fact the VHGA even went so far as to
paraphrase large sections of the original proposal
in the preamble to their own.
More details of the progress so far will be detailed
in the next issue.
Flying Hours Survey

The New Rating System
I expect that most of you will be as sick and tired of
this as I am, but at least this time I am actually able
to report some progress. A very long time ago, or
so it seems, we decided that the State Associations
should have a chance to produce their own
submissions for a new rating system, along the
guidelines laid down at the 1986 Convention.
These were: a system of three rating levels, a pilot
certificate and a number of endorsements; a multistrand structure to accomodate the diversity of
flying styles and conditions; and greater emphasis
given to logged experience.

As you know, Survey forms were sent out in the
June anf July issues of Sky sailor, and members
asked to return them. I must say that, being used
to trickle-type responses to such things in the past,
I was overwhelmed by the response and I soon
found myself with a real and representative
sample to work from. Thanks to all those people
who sent back their forms. The results of the
survey are set out below.

Unfortunately, despite the enthusiasm shown at
the Convention by the State representatives, the
response in terms of actual submissions was rather
tardy and the deadline passed with only 4 State
Committees sending in their submissions.
Nevertheless, I'd like to express my gratitude to
VHGA, SAHGA, TasHGA and QHGA for their
efforts.
Flying Hours Survey - Final Report
PRO
PR1
PR2
Responses
Flying Hrs
Flights
Accidents
Acc./1000hrs
Acc./1000flts
Flying Hrs (Av)
Flights (Av)
Ace. Frequency
(pilot years)

13
534
938
0

41
72

29
396
1058
3
7.5
2.8
13
36
9.7

68
1311
2430
3
2.6
1.23
19
35
19.6

PR3

PR4

PR5

TOTAL

89
4634
6109
3
0.65
0.49
52
68
29.5

65
4507
6081
3
0.67
0.49
69
93
21.5

51
9092
10020
4
0.44
0.39
178
196
12.7

315
20477
26636
16
0.78
0.6
65
84
19.7

As I said in the preamble, a response rate of nearly
20% is more than enough to ensure a
representative sample. There was, however, some
distorting influences which should be identified.
Unfortunately, the slightly confusing layout of the
form appears to have caused a few respondents to
give their total flying hours and number of fligh ts,
rather than their experience for 1985-86.
Wherever I was unsure of such responses, I was
.forced to cull those forms from the survey.
With regard to the accidents requiring medical
attention question, a number of pilots included
accidents which resulted in no injury at all, but
where medical advice had been sought as a
precaution. This may result in our final figure for
accidents requiring medical attention may be
slightly overstated.
Although the figures, on the whole, were very
encouraging and tend to reinforce our belief that
hang gliding is a much safer sport than is generally
believed, there are a number of disturbing trends
in specific areas. The accident rate amongst PR1
and PR2 pilots appears to be much higher than the
average and, especially in the ca.se of PR1 pilots, is
unacceptably high. Some comfort can be taken
from the fact that the figures, especially accidents
per thousand hours flown, tend to make things
look a little worse than they actually are.
Nevertheless, I feel that there is sufficient cause for
concern to warrant a review of our current
strategies for helping inexperienced pilots become
experienced pilots.
When we decided to conduct the survey, our only
concern was to produce some reasonably accurate
information on hang gliding safety for bodies such
as insurance companies and government
departments who may have some interest in such
information.
Apparently, The long running
debate over the rating system led some pilots to
fear that we were collecting the information to use
in setting a "minimum hours requirement" for
the new rating system. This was never our
intention, as we have pointed out time and time
again, such a requirement was never really
contemplated in the first place. Despite this, the
survey did actually point out that the average pilot
flies much more than many critics thought
possible. With a national average over all ratings
of 65 hours per year, it is clear that the cries that a
top pilot could not be expected to fly 50 hours per
year, can be seen for what they were: utter
nonsense.
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With regard to the Accident Frequency figures,
these were derived from the information on flying
hours per year, and accident rates for each rating
and in total. The resulting figures tell us how
often the average pilot can expect to injure
themselves in a hang gliding accident.
For
example: the average pilot, according to our
resul ts, will injure him or her self in a hang
gliding accident once in every 19.7 years, while the
average PR3 pilot has an accident rate of once in
every 29.5 years.
Once again, thanks to all who responded. I feel
that we have actually achieved something with
this survey.
Accident Reports
In the last few months, I have received a number
of reports of accidents from Victoria, made out on
photocopies of a sample form contained in the
Victorian notes on the National Safety System. I
feel obliged to point out that thes are not official
forms, and the information provided on them is
virtually useless in any meaningful accident
analysis. If you c;:annot get hold of an OFFICIAL
form, and you are involved in an accident please
send a report on a blank sheet of paper. The
information you should include:
Site:
Name of site. Launch point used (if
more than one at the site). Relevant site
details eg height of site, site rating,
nearest town, brief description of site
including · relevant hazards and other
features.
Name, address and HGFA number.
Pilot:
Pilot's rating, and experience at the site
and on the glider involved. Injuries (if
any) and action taken . If medical
attention is necessary, how was pilot
transported from site.
Glider: Make, model and size.
Any
modifications. Date of manufacture (if
known), any previous damage to glider.
Damage to glider resulting from this
accident.
.

Other Equipment:
Harness type and manufacturer. Any
modifications and/or previous damage
to harness. Any damage caused by this
accident. Helmet - as above. Shoes or
other - type (if relevant).
Other
equipment used - eg radio, ASI, vario etc.
Parachute:
If relevant to accident state type and (if
known) date of last repack. If deployed,
was deployment successful, accidental or
unsuccessful.
Accident:
Date and time of accident. A description
of the events leading up to the accident.
Conditions at the time of the accident eg wind strength, direction and gust
factor; visibility; rain, hail, snow or fine?
Direction of wind relative to launch/face
.being flown (if relevant) .
Mode of Launch:
Pilot experience of type. If towing, state
type (auto,winch,aero,hand,tether or
other). System used (if relevant) and
experience of driver/operator on type (if
relevant).
Witnesses:
Names, addresses and, if possible,
telephone numbers. Was safety officer
present.
Others involved:
Details of any others injured or
otherwise involved in accident. Any
stock or property damage.

At present, my efforts to redesign the accident the
accident report form so that it will be easier to
follow and complete, have been somewhat stalled
by the continuing saga of the New Rating System,
but the new form will be out as soon as possible.
Until then, please co-operate by sending the
relevant information to your STATE SAFETY
DIRECTOR as soon as possible.
Accident Report No.1
In this report, I am going to depart from the
normal practice of withholding the name of the
pilot. It was me. I have set out the report in the
manner suggested in the preceding paragraphs, as
a guide to members wishing to make an accident
report without the official form.
Site: Cooks Terrace (Warriewood NSW). Coastal,
40m sheer cliff with beach landing, bottom landing
in playground, and a rarely used top landing
behind launch. Faces east.
Pilot: PR4, eleven years/eight months flying
experience. Approx. 2000hrs. Experience at site:
approx. 200 flights and 50hrs over eight years.
Thirty previous top landings.
Injuries:
sprains, bruising and grazes to right shoulder and
elbow, left elbow, left knee.
Glider: Sky trek PROBE 2 165. No previous
damage. Damage sustained in accident: 2 uprights.
Harness: P.A. Cocoon. Undamaged.
Helmet: Undamaged.
~ootwear: Runners.
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Mode of launch: Sheer cliff.
Sequence of events: At the time of the accident,
the wind was blowing about 3-5mph from the east.
Visibility was excellent and the sky was clear. One
pilot had launched earlier and dropped out but,
after much deliberation, I decided to have a try
myself.
The lift was very light, almost non existant, and
after 10 passes of hard scratching, I had only
managed to gain about thirty feet above launch.
Nevertheless, there was some excitement on the
ground, and one pilot jokingly suggested I try a top
landing.
The last time I had top landed at Cooks Terrace
was in 1979, in an old Skydart, and I was a little
hesitant about trying it in the faster Probe. Despite
this, I was feeling pretty confident after a tenacious
flight and decided to call his bluff. After all, I had
thirty successful top landings here under my belt,
and it should just be a matter of coming in lower
and faster in the Probe. With this in mind, I flew
over the normal bottom landing area in the
playground and side-slipped steeply through a 180
degree turn before diving crosswind at the slope
heading back up to launch. I levelled out and flew
up slope and crosswind, behind the sheer diff and
about 10' above the ground. All went well until, at
a height of a couple of feet, th~ glider hit the rotor
of a small bush on the cliff edge and yawed
violently towards it. Without enough height to
initiate a proper turn, I was forced to use inertia to
yaw the glider back on line and lost a good deal of
speed doing so. The glider then entered ~ second
rotor and nosed into the ground heavIly from
about five feet.
I think the lesson from this one is pretty obvious.
At th~ time, I had been getting a lot of airtime and
my confidence was pretty high. Because of this, I
was a little slack in lining up my approach and
figuring out where the rotor would be. On
reflection, I feel that I approached the landing area
too low, and this caused me to fly through a rotor
that could have been avoided with a higher
approach. Top landings behind cliff edges are
difficult in the best cicumstances, and therefore
require special care in the set up and the approach
phases.
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Accident Report No.2.
Site: Cooplacurrippa, NSW. Inland river valley
with mountain launches.
Pilot: PR5, 5 years, 500 hrs. 15 previous flights at
site. No injuries.
Glider: Enterprise Wings FOIL 155. No previous
damage. Damage sustained in accident: 2 leading
edges, 1 X-bar, keel, torn sail.
Harness: Pod. Undamaged ~
Helmet: C&D. No damage.
Footwear: Runners.
Mode of launch: Mountain.
Sequence of events: At the time of the accident,
the wind was S.E at 15 knots, gusting to 18-20
knots. Visibility was excellent. In the pilot's
words: "Had been stuck on a ridge for up to 3/4 hr
trying to work up enough height to make it
around the turnpoint at KNORRIT'S FLAT. The
sea/valley breeze had pushed in so with the best
height I'd been able to get, I headed off in what I
expected to be my final glide. I had my landing
paddock picked out easily 5 mins before I landed.
It was a big, but shallow sloped spur rising slowly
over a 400m length, to a small, tree covered
ridge ....... Made a decision to land half-way up the
spur and easily ISO-200m from the top of the spur.
Did on washout to line myself up on a final and
got into hang 70'-80' AGL. I had a reasonable
amount of speed on (22-25 mph approx.) and the
air felt reasonable, not rough or turbulent. The
line I took on my final, took me between the
powerlines and the tree ......... I had drawn abreast
of the tree and still about 40'-50' AGL, to the point
where I was no longer needing to pay any
attention to the tree, but to watch a small group of
cattle that were loitering slightly in front of me ....
My shadow passed close to them and they began to
move. In the next instant I was flying straight and
level into the tree. No recollection of any bank on
the glider but there I was .... ..... I reckon I hit the
tree about 20'-25' above the ground and none of
the branches were big enough to stop me sliding
through them.
Dick Heffer came running down to help me and
during the course of conversation he ment.ioned
that my glider had a 30-40 degree bank on It as I
turned toward the tree, a bank that I never felt and
one that I obviously failed to respond to quickly
enough.
Probable Cause: Absolutely no idea!! I was well
clear of the power lines and comfortably clear of
the tree, I had good airspeed and the cattle
underneath my flight path were never going to be
a problem, so the probable cause? one of 2 things, I
think: a) the cattle running triggered a thermal or
b) some rogue turbulence hit my left wing, turning
me into a tree ...... .. .

Final landing auproach at Lons

As the luckless victim points out later in the letter,
neither of the probable causes put forward explain
why he was unaware of what must have been a
considerable change in direction. The only thing
that I can think of to add is that the turn seems to
have occurred at the same time that the pilot
looked down at the cattle below him. If this were
so it is easier to understand how the pilot could
have failed to notice that the glider had entered a
turn. As is usually explained to new pilots before
their first flights, looking down often leads to
disorientation and you should always be looking
ahead to maintain straight and level flight. I don't
know whether this did playa part in this particular
accident, but I do feel that quite a few pilots tend to
get casual from time to time, and allow
themselves to be side tracked on their final glide,
by something happening on the ground.
Accident Report No.3
Site: Flinders Monument, Vic. Site ra ting PR3.
Pilot:
PR3. No information on exp erience
supplied. No injuries.
Glider: Moyes GTR no size given. Damage caused
by this accident: unidentified damage to A-frame.
No previous damage reported.
Harness: No information.
Helmet: No information.
Footwear: No information.
Mode of launch: Foot.
Sequence of events: No information on type of
site, conditions or the circumstances of the
accident.

~ eef

Probable cause: Limited site, strong winds and
inexperience at site have all been suggested.
Without any information to go on, it is impossible
to learn much from this report, excpt that an
accident has occured.
Accident Report No.4
Site: Mooroduc Airfield, Vic.
Pilot: PRS No injuries. No information on
experience.
Glider: Moyes GT no size given. Damage caused
by accident: unspecified A-frame damage.
Harness: No information.
Helmet: No information>
Footwear: No information.
Mode of launch: Aero tow.
Sequence of events: No information other than
the flight involved a low tow break, new "kite",
new launch system, new harness, a low turn and
that the pilot was not concentrating.
Probable cause: Al though virtually no u seful
information has been supplied, it seems rather
obvious th at this moderately experienced pilo t
neglected one of the most basic rules of hang
gliding: ie never attempt two or more new things
in a single flight. In this flight, it appears that very
little about the flight would have been familiar to
the pilot at all.

Accident Report No. 5
Site: Winkpop (Bells Beach), Vic.
Pilot: Possibly PR3. Injuries: unspecified broken
bones in arm.
Glider : Moyes GTR 162. Unspecified A-frame
damage.
Harness: No information.
H elmet: No information.
Mode of laun ch: Foo t.
Se qu e nc e o f events: "Stalled through wind
gradient behind tree line. Wind was off 45
degrees." No further information.
Possible causes: Listed as: stall, strong winds and
inexperience with site.
Although the lack of description does not permit
an analysis of whether the 45 degree, s trong
crosswind was a contributing factor, it is more than
likely that it was. If you live near the coast, or
expect to fly coastal sites during your flying career,
you should make every effort to practice coastal
flying skills as often as possible. Even if the only
site nearby is a 50' sand dune, you will gain
valuable experience at flying close to the ground
and turning in wind gradient. These are skills that
are more and more frequently lacking in inland
pilots and this is becoming quite a problem. If
your experience at coastal sites is limited, it would
be wise to fly coastal sites only in reasonable
conditions (notstrong crosswinds), until you
become proficient in the necessary skills.
Accident Report No. 6
Si te: Gillies Lookout, near Cairns Qld. Inland
mountain launch.
Pilot: Possibly PR5. Injuries: Broken cheekbone
and concussion resul ting in loss of consciousness
and hospitalisation.
Glider: No information.
Harness: No information.
H elmet: No information.
Footwear: No information
Mode of launch: Foot, inland mountain.
Sequence of events: "On the first day of the Cairns
comp ., I flew off af ter lis ten ing to th e la u nch
director advise a newcomer on how to go for a nice
glide to the Pub, which is the recognised bomb out
area. Now we could no t see this from launch and I
am afraid I became confused after I had a good take
off ...... Before I took off I was advised that many
pilo ts wind up in the trees at the Gillies and the
onl y comment I ca n make is 'I left m y tree landing
too late' . I've landed in trees 5 times over the past
10 years and until this one I had always felt trees to
be perfect landing areas. But I slipped out of this
one and bumped my face breaking my cheekbone
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"The next thing I remember is waking up in
hospital. Ah well! it is par for the course. I always
seem to make a miscalculation when I go to new
sites ... ..... "
Probable causes : It seems that the pilot became
disoriented after take-off and this resulted in him
not having sufficient height to reach the landing
area. Contrary to the pilot's previously held belief
that trees make "perfect landing areas", landing in
trees is extremely dangerous and should never be
taken lightly .. It has been well known by aviators
from as far back as WWl, that the most dangerous
part is not the actual collision, but the subsequent
collision with the earth when you fall out.
There are many lessons in this accident report, but
perhaps the most important one is that every time
you fly a new site, you should check out the
landing area FROM THE GROUND before take-off,
even if this means a long drive or a late launch.
Descriptions of landing areas from launch vary
greatly in accuracy and detail and it is unwise to
rely totally on such.
Accident Report No.7
Site: Dunes near Byron Bay meatworks, NSW.
Pilot: Five days experience. Injuries: Broken
humerus (upper arm) .
Glider: Moyes Mars 170. No previous damage.
No damage resulting from this incident.
Harness: Hang. No damage.
Helmet: Alandale. No damage.
Footwear: No information.
Mode of launch: Tethering from dune.
Sequence of events: "Student had been tethered to
10' 3 times, had landed and placed the glider on
base bar on sand. Eyewitness report he then lifted
the glider again and pushed out as though to make
the glider fly again. Wings were not level - wind
gust caught glider and flipped it over downwind
"

Probable cause: It appears that this is just a case of
the unders tandable exuberance of a new pilot
resul ting in a loss of con trol while ground
h andling. Especially in strong winds, it is vital
th a t you make sur e tha t you comple te your
landing by resting the glider on the nose and base
ba r and GETTING OUT OF YOUR HARNESS,
before you at temp t to ground handle the glider.
Remember that you have not completed your
landing until you are out of your harness. NEVER
attempt to ground handle the glider whilst still in
the harness.

Accident Report No.8
Site: Rita Marta, Yeppoon Qld. Coastal ridge.
Rating - Pr2.
Pilot: PR2-3? Three years experience with a break
of 12 months. Injuries - exposed fracture of lower
leg.
Glider: Moyes MARS 170. No previous damage.
No damage this incident.
Harness: PA Apron. No damage.
Helmet: Cooper. No damage.
Footwear: Shoes.
Mode of launch: Foot, coastal.
Sequence of events: At the time of the accident,
the wind was from the SSE at 15-20 knots, with a
gust factor of 5 knots. Visibility was good. "Pilot
attempting a top landing, a manoeuvre with
which he is familiar. Misjudged his approach,
dropped his R.H wing, spun around and flew
tailwind into a pile of rocks ......... "
Probable cause: Pilot misjudgement.
Landing on top of hills is usually a ticklish process
where minor errors tend to have major
consequences. It is wise to take special care to get
your height and approach path right every time, as
most top landing accidents occur during
inappropriate approaches.
Accident Report No.9
Site: Shelly Beach, Port Macquarie NSW. Coastal
ridge wi th narrow beach landing.
Pilot: PR4, six years experience. 200 flights at site.
No injuries.
:;lider: Moyes GT. Previous damage extensive
:tfter previous surf landing but completely rebuilt.
Written off in this incident.
Harness: Moyes backpack. Damage - torn
;titching.
-Ielmet: No damage.
~ootwear: Runners.
;equence of events: At the time of the accident,
he wind was from N.E. at 18 knots, gusting to 25.
[he pilot had landed the glider, when the glider
Nas caught by a gust, lifted into the air, and
iumped into the surf. The surf did the rest.
Probable cause: Pilot appears to have lost control
during ground handling. See above references to
completing your landings.

Pilot: 8 months experience,14 flights. Injuriesbruised knee.
Glider: Moyes MARS 170. Damage - bent rlh
leading edge, 2 uprights and baton, small tear in
sail.
Harness: Hang.
Helmet: No damage. Type unknown.
Mode of launch: Foot. Mountain launch.
Sequence of events: "Left for landing at cricket
field with insufficient height getting large
amounts of sink. Prepared for landing on grassed
area opposite school. On turning into wind, glider
slipped sideways into paddock bending LIE and
uprights.
Had insufficient height when
attempting turn. No altimeter".
Conditions: SE 12-20 knots.
Probable causes: The pilot apparently misjudged
his height, resulting in him turning back into the
wind at low altitude. When landing in moderate
and strong wind, it is particularly important to
allow for the effect that wind gradient will have on
your final turn to headwind. If you are in a
situation where you are unsure whether you are
going to make it to the landing field, you should be
using visual checks rather than relying on your
altimeter, which mayor may not be sufficiently
accurate on the scale of tens of feet. Sometimes,
especially over long distances, it may be necessary
to refer to your altimeter for a verification of your
visual judgement, but in this case the lack of an
altimeter does not seem to have been a major
factor.
Well, that's all I've got to say for the moment. I
promise not to make the next Safety Digest of such
encyclopaedic proportions and congratulate those
who actually had the endurance to plough
through this one.
Please don't crash ................... Christophe.

Accident Report No. 10
Site: Rosin's Lookout (Beechmont) Qld.
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In 1857, an English barrister, John
Fletcher Hargrave, arrived in
Australia from his home in
Greenwich - a place which is still
famous throughout the world for
its observatory.
His second son, Lawrence, was
born there. Early surroundings
probably had some effect on his
later outlook on life, for he spent
many years working in an
Observatory.
Lawrence did not go to Australia
with his father. He remained
behind as a boarder a t Queen
Elizabeth's Grammar School in
Kirby, Westmorland.
Being
separated from his family at such
an early age, he learnt to be selfrelian t and to depend on himself
for his amusements and hobbies.

Lawrence had great respect for
his father, who was known
throughout the country for the
fairness of his judgements, but
he could make neither friend nor
confidante of him. Most of his
time was spent out of doors on
the wild sea coast or in the
wilderness of the bush. He loved
the ocean and air particularly .
His mind became in trigued wi th
the secrets these forces of nature
held.
It was in his late teens that he

Being an adventurer at heart,
stories he had heard of other
lands filled him wi th a longing
to go exploring in strange places.
When he reached his majority,
young Hargrave decided to give
up his job and devote himself to
a life of exploration.
Although this phase of his life
lasted only a few years, he had
some amazing experiences. The
first trip, on wh;ich he headed
north, he was wrecked off the
coast of Queensland. Hargrave,
with other survivors, reached
the shore, but were attacked by a
band of aborigines who
practically wiped the small party
of white men. Young Hargrave
was among the few who escaped.

became interested in flights. He
watched, as many of us have,
even these days, the effortless
passage of birds as they go up and
descend.
He began to make
gadgets and machines in
imitation of the birds to solve, as
had been done 2000 years He found his way to New Guinea
previously, the problem of where he did some notable
Lawrence
Lawrence's father, on his arrival making something heavier than exploration work.
returned to Sydney and for a
in Australia, was appointed a air, stay above the ground.
District Court Judge. Two years
while took up life again with his
later he entered Parliament Lawrence had been intended for father. But not for long, as the
(N.S.W.) and became Solicitor law, but failed to matriculate. urge for adventure was too
General, subsequently Attorney Like so many, he was brilliant in strong within him to remain at
General and later a Puisne Judge. one class of scholarship only - in home.
his case, mathematics.
In 1875 he found himself in a
Young Lawrence arrived in
Australia when 16 years of age His father, disappointed that position as Engineer on a ship
and set tled in a palatial home Lawrence was not to follow in heading for Papua on exploration
near Stanwell Park, on the South his footsteps, realised the futility work.
Coast, some little distance from of forcing him into a profession
Sydney.
fo r which he had no aptitude and The fo llowing year he joined
so, instead of taking a University another expedition under Luigi
Lawrence's father was wrapped course, he took a posi tion in the D'Albertis which journeyed up
up in his work and so, with the crafting room of the A.S.N . the Fly River for about 400 miles,
death of his mother, the boy was Company.
through dense jungle, and facing
left more and more to his own
hazards of hostile natives. This
devices .
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trip turned out to be Lawrence's
last in the field of exploration
and from then on he steered an
entirely different course through
life.
In 1877 he returned to Sydney
and became a member of the
Royal Society of New South
'Vales. The following year he
took
upon
himself
the
responsibility of a wife and
raising a family.
About this time his earlier link
with Greenwich was to be
restored by his acceptance of a
position
as
astronomical
observer at
the
Sydney
Observatory. His mathematical
brain stuck to him here once
more. During his term at the
Observatory he is credited with
having assisted in remeasuring
746 of Herschel's stars, and in the
discovery of 480 new ones.
Hargrave's name was already
widely known among men of
science in Sydney.
His
knowledge was accepted as deep
and sound and his engineering
ideas met with approval. If he
had stuck to his theories of wave
motion and transmission, he
might have been respected in "his

own time as a clever engineer.
But, instead, he returned to his
old thoughts of flight and other
far-fetched notions so much
ahead of his time that they
appeared ridiculous to his fellow
workers.
So it was that Hargrave read to
the Royal Society papers on such
subjects as one-wheeled cars and
his theory that Lope de Vega the
Spanish navigator who was lost
in 1505 had actually lived in
Australia and - most crazy of all the possibility of men flying.
His paper on flight, entitled
"The Trochoided Plane", came as
a result of an invention of his, a
little machine which he
described as the "first inanimate
thing heavier than air ever to fly
with its own power".
Hargrave commenced work on
his invention by studying birds,
but like many others, he
discovered they had modes of
motion peculiar to birds only and
were, therefore, of little, if any,
help to him. He made a flapping
apparatus
similar to that
constructed by Leonardo da
Vinci, but all that was gathered
from this was that while it would

run along the ground. l11<e a KIwi,
it had as little lifting power as
that bird itself.
There was
something lacking - the thing
which spelt the difference
between the Kiwi and its brothers
of the air. All were heavier than
air, but the power to rise and stay
aloft was just not there.
And so Hargrave abandoned the
study of birds and looked to other
avenues for an inspiration. Step
by step other forms of life were
eliminated. But who, even to
this day, would have thought
that a clue to the future of
aviation would have been found
in the movement of the lowly
earthworm?
Hargrave made a model of this
innocent looking creature which
imitated the mode of progression
by which the worm lifts its body
forward laterally and vertically.
Radical wires were fixed to given
points to record curves alon
which these points travelled
during the movement of the
artificial worm.
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To many of us, this wouold having to depend on the labour
appear to be a clumsy attempt to of his hands to provide a living
and with the added income
seek out the answer to the
following his father's death in
problem
from
the
data
the late 80's, Hargrave conceived
accumulated. Hargrave prepared
a paper which he read to the . the idea of a rotary engine. This
in itself should have been
Royal Society. As he continued
sufficient to make the man
to study his "worms", there were
famous, but unfortunately, no
those who considered him crazy,
one in Australia appeared to be
whilst others expressed the view
interested.
that it was a pity such a brain was
lost to Science. As a matter of
His first engine weighed a little
fact, the feeling among Scientists
over 7 and a half ounces and
in those days was summed up by
made 456 revolutions per
the then Chancellor of the
minute.
He proceeded to
Sydney University when he said:
experiment with wing curvature
"Men would never fly."
to ensure a greater "lift". He
Hargrave, on the other hand, was
proceeded to attach a twin surface
not daunted. "The people of
to one of his models and proved
it a lifting power - the machine
Sydney," he remarked, "who can
speak of my work without a looped the loop twice in the air
smile are very rare. I know that
before it fell to the ground.
success is dead sure to come and Hargrave was not the first to
therefore do not waste time and
discover the principle of curved
words in trying to convince nonsurfaces, but there can be no
believers. "
question that he established its
effectiveness in a practical way.
His next invention was a
contrivance by which he
Hargrave ventured next into
attempted to apply the worm's research of dynamic principles
motion to small machinery and underlying concave-convex
planes. He took time to study to surfaces which opened up a new
study air currents, experimented and larger field for research in
with flying model monoplanes
the production of his greatest
made of paper on a framework of in ven tion
the box kite.
wood. The earliest of these were
driven with oar-like flaps with a
sweep similar to a bird's wings.
By 1885, he made a small
machine which would propel
itself through the air by means of
a rubber band at the rate of 14
mph. He followed with the use
of
screw-type propellors
motivated by clockwork or
rubber bands. His next step was
the use of compressed air and
finally, steam.
Neither the
screw-type propellor or the
flapping oars proved a success so
Hargrave turned his attention to
the effect of wingset.
Here he established the
superiority of wings set at a
particular angle giving greater
stability during flight.
Not
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Probably more than anyone of
his inventions, this one was to
make possible flying in a
heavier-than-air machine. The
box kites were certainly not toys,
they were large and stoutly built,
capable of carrying a man.
Frequently, Hargrave was to be
seen slung under one of the kites
adjacent to his home. On one
occasion, he was taken over the
sea, but fortunately was able to
cling to the mast of a wrecked
ship until rescued. This probably
gave him further ideas to
develop his inventive mind, for,
in 1894, Sydney people witnessed
the spectacle of a near middleaged man walking on the waters
of their harbour . Hargrave, it
was, who had taken time off to
invent a pair of water skis.
As the years went on, his
acquaintances were not surprised
at anything he might do and
more and more people were
closely following the man and
his strange machines .
A
professor of Sydney University
at this time said, "Some day
Sydney will be noted, not so
much for its beautiful harbour, as
for being the residence of the
inventor of the flying machine,
Lawrence Hargrave.

The next step forward by
Hargrave is to be seen in the
paper read by him before the
Royal Society, in which he stated
he had demonstrated that four
kites attached to one rope in a
wind velocity of 21mph would
lift a total weight of 241 pounds.
Af ter
p ointing out that an
extremely simple apparatus
could be made, carried about and
flown by one man, and that a safe
means of making an ascent and
descent or trying same without
risk of accident, he made the
offer that all his research w ork
wa s
ava i lable
to
any
experimentor w ho wished to use
it.
But no experim entor in
Austr alia took ad vantage of the
offer.
was in 1900 when the
American Wilbur Wright wrote
to Lawrence Hargrave asking for
permission
to
use ' the
experiments if they had not
already been patented. The reply
was that there were no patents
and if Wright liked to u se them
them he could do so. Four years
later, the Wright
Brothers
amazed the world with flights at
Kittyhawk in a machine using
the principles of the Hargrave
box kite.

It

In 1906, Santos Dumont made
the first public aeroplane flight in
the world and won a prize of
1500 francs offered by the Aero
Club of France to the first airman
to fly 100 metres. His machine
could be described as an
arrangement of Hargrave's box
kites. It can be rightly claimed
that it was the Australian's
experiments that enabled Bleriot
to be hailed as a national hero
following his fligh t across the
English Channel in 1909. Time
taken was 37 minutes in a
monoplane, which, although
built in France, was with its
engine, conceived by Sydney's
quiet, unassuming Hargrave. It
seemed as time went on, that the
results of the Australian
inventor's work were to be

See what ha ppens wh en you don't
eat you r green s
appreciated abroad and go
unrecognised or even discounted
in his own country.
Even
in
the
realm
of
meteorology, his ideas for
making certain observations
became the Marvin-Hargrave
apparatus of USA Weather
Bureau, and later adapted for
military observations.

liberal in gl vmg the world
gratuitiously the results of his
labours. But it broke Hargrave's
heart to know that Australia was
not willing to benefit by his
services.
He told the Royal
Society in 1898 that it seemed a
pity that Australia should leave
to Americans and others the
adaptions of views circulated by
the Society.

.Lawrence's whole interest was in His last paper presented to the
Science and he cared little for Society, which dealt with
money. He could have lived and Aeronautics, was in the year that
died a millionaire. Back in 1890 Bleriot demonstrated to the
he wrote "Inventors will always world the practicability of
invent. They cannot help it and Hargrave's method. Hargrave
you cannot stop them .. " Of his conveyed much bitterness in his
own inventions, he said: "It is for words.
humanity, and anyone is free to
work on any achievement of any His major disappointments were
value I make." Of him it has to come. Nobody seemed to
been said that he was broadly have the interest in Australia to
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house
the many models
beautifully made through the
years of experiment and which
Hargrave could not be expected
to house adequately in his own
home.
George A. Taylor, himself a
noted
inventor in aviation,
wireless, and transmission of
colour pictures by wireless and
sound location and who had
been associated with Hargrave in
many of his experiments,
requested the noted inventor to
allow the State of New South
Wales to have his collection .
Hargrave, recalling the ridicule
he was subjected to 30 years
previously, doubted whether
they would be acceptable to the
State Government. He offered
the models to Taylor on the
condition that he made them
available to experimentors .
Taylor, however, taking the view
that the State would be glad to
obtain such valuable models,
approached the Premier of the
day, but Hargrave was right. The
State was not interested in the
gift.
He then approached Sir Jos. Cook
in Melbourne, who agreed to
take them to be placed among the
trophies of Australian Scientific
Research in the future Federal

capital. However, the acceptance
came too late, for in the
meantime, Hargrave, having
made up his mind that the
models were not wanted
anywhere in Australia, had
himself presented them to some
German professors who had
come all the way from Munich to
ask for them. So, in 1910, the
early machines upon which
Hargrave spent so much time
and patience, went across the seas
to a new home. They were taken
to Munich Museum and housed
over the inventors name and
were studied with great
reverence. Believe it or nor, the
design
for
the
German
aeroplanes which had such
success against the Allies in
WW1 was based on study of
Hargrave's models. The cruel
irony of this fact was not lost on
the inventor and he was struck a
more deadly blow when his only
son, Geoffrey, a promising young
engineer, was killed at Gallipoli
in May, 1915. Hargrave had
always held that the mastery of
the air would not make war
more terrible ...... it would make
it impossible. He maintained it
would bring peace and goodwill.
As early as 1892, he uttered a

protes t agains t the repeated
connection of flying machines
with dynamic missiles, yet he
had allowed his inventions to
fall into the hands of those who
were to kill his own people, but
more tragic, his own son.
If ever a man died of a broken
heart it was Lawrence Hargrave.
Two mon ths after his son was
killed,
he himself died .
Unhonoured and scarcely known
in his own country, Hargrave's
machines, which caused so much
ridicule in Sydney in the 80's and
90's, were the ancestors to the
streamlined aircraft of today.

A monument stands to his
memory at Bald Hill near
Stanwell Park, not far from
where he made his first ascent in
his box kite, a memorial to a man
who stuck to an idea in the face
of the greatest of all obstacles ridicule; a man of whom T.e.
Roughley says, "He probably did
as much to bring about the
accomplishment of dynamic
flight as any other single
indi vid ual."
Hargrave's death was a pathetic
ending to a noteworthy career.

A group of pilots arrange for
their first attempt to fly inland
intending to get off early before
thermal activity, however, by the
time they get organised and se t
up a breeze is increasing and the
sun is w arming up . They all
m an age the take-off, som e in nil
w ind, some in nice lift and
o th e rs in a bi t of turb u lence.
Som e cir cle near the h ill, some
glide over the landing area and
o thers meander about the lower
slopes. They land and excitedly
rave to each other whilst packing
up and decide to go back up top.
By the time they take off again
there are no thermals and the
wind is easing .
They are
delighted to discover how much
they
enjoy
the
smooth
conditions and conclude a top
day.
No doubt they would be
surprised if they knew the
comments of some worried
onlookers .
Unfortunately a
percentage of pilots have this
potentially
thrilling first
experience spoiled because of
their ignorance of airflow around
mountain terrain, especially
about large volumes of sinking
air which they have never
encountered before. A factor
which has a big influence on
their performance is whether
they are in the company of their
own instructor - otherwise their
success is likely to be in inverse
proportion to the number of well
meaning local advisors . A bigger
percentage of pilots increase the
risk factor enormously by going
inland before thoroughly
acquainting themselves with all
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the conditions and manouvers
they can handle at safer coastal
si tes, so as to reduce to a
minimum the number of new
situations that they will be facing
and to improve their flying
ability to the level where the new
situations will not be too difficult
for them.
Let us study the new situations.
1) Take-off
The awesome appearance of a
site coupled with the fear that
something might go wrong can
cause a first-timer to think that
his technique may need to be
different, whereas the real
difference is his ability to assess
local weather conditions and to
predict the degree of wind
strength and turbulence which
will affect his control during
take-off.
A short ramp on a high rock
ledge or a cleared slope
surrounded by tall trees are not
places to find out how well you

can handle turbulence nor to
wonder if you still remember
how to take-off in nil wind,
neither is one take-off and
landing per flying day anywhere
near enough practice. It must be
worth the effort to get back to a
training hill or sand dunes with
a couple of assistants and practice
on si tes and in wea ther
conditions as similar as possible
to what you expect to find inland.
Find out the minimum distance
that you can run off for a good
nil wind take-off and as the sea
breeze picks up try rougher spots
to test control in turbulence. In
strong wind use an ASI at a
smooth spot and measure the
maximum safe strength.
Take particular notice of the
pressures involved at your
shoulders, hands, leg loops and
feet. Check your "change grip"
technique and how far your
upper body needs to lean over
the base bar. Some practice with
all the clothes and equipment
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you intend using inland will
reassure you about tripping over
or fouling up, then you should
have all the confidence you need
for a new site . A measure of
your success is that you
consistently lift off at a marked
spot, not before or after, and with
wings level. If not satisfied get
some coaching.
While you are there it is very
important to take off high
enough in nil wind to practice
the inland type landing flare. The
idea is to fly fast down a slope
with wings level then when your
feet get close to the ground, bleed
off speed by easing off bar
pressure without allowing the
nose to climb or dive. What you
need mos t is to relax and feel the
bar pressure so that when the
nose no longer lifts, you can
recognise mInImUm flying
speed/ stall speed by feel and to
find the best hands position up
the down tubes for a good flare.
2) The Flight
Some pilots living inland have
no opportunity to practice at the
coast, so they have a dramatic
step up from a training slope. To
ease the drama it is important
that they choose smooth weather
conditions and fly a confined
pattern well clear of the hill with
high priority on setting up a
bottom landing. Because of the
essentially self taught nature of
hang gliding, if they don't try
anything new then they can't
progress, but if they venture too
far too soon then they are at risk.
Some inland sites have smooth
ridge lift late afternoons. Coastal
pilots get plenty of time to
practice climbing in and out of
prone and fast tight turns in
hang, they should know how fast
they can fly before their sink rate
deteriorates . Bad sink will be
something new for them and
they should venture gradually if
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only for that reason, flying fast
through sink hopefully with the
help of a vario whilst turning
towards safety, always staying
within the reach of a landing
area. The should be accustomed
to gauging their glide angle and
whether they are undershooting
or overshooting by sight,
watching the apparent relative
movement of background and
foreground. A coastal pilot will
know that lift helps penetration
in headwinds. He will fly at an
efficient speed crabbing towards a
likel y lift source and on the
lookout for nearby gliders
climbing. Using lift to improve
his position he will truck
upwind in weak lift and not drift
too far back when circling in
strong lift.
The likelihood of turbulence will
dictate how close a pilot dares to
fly near terrain - obviously the
less experienced will stay well
clear venturing closer only when
the wind is predictable. The
experienced pilots will know to
pull on extra airspeed for good
control.
3) The Bottom Landing
A preferred landing area is
usually spacious, reasonably easy
to reach and well known to the
locals. A newcomer should use
every opportunity to study it, ask

for local advice and watch the
landing approaches of the more
consistent pilots. I suggest that as
you continue landing there, use
the place as a training area for
future XC outlandings.
The
main new situation to face is
unpredictable wind changes.
Arrive with enough height for a
couple of 360's keeping a lookout
for any easier to reach,
permissible areas.
Make the
entire approach over even
coloured vegetation (if possible)
to avoid crossing thermal trigger
points, checking for hazards and
alternative approaches that avoid
any possibility of landing
downhill. Wash off height using
little space over the approach,
level out above 50ft and dive in
short and fast.
Judge wind
direction by your drift, avoid
turning low and remember your
flare training. Do not confuse
ground speed with air speed (for
all you know you could .have a
slight tailwind), time the flare by
feel then your ground speed will
indicate how hard you may need
to flare and how fast you may
need to run.
That's it then - except to say do
all of your learning in the
company of pilots who know
their business.
Mayall your flights begin with
enthusiasm, may they last long
and end in happy landings.
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by BILL MOYES
I've just returned from the trip
abroad with the challenge team
for the American Cup and the
first item that I read in Skysailor
is your scathing comments on
the lack of a report - so here it is,
and while we are at it I'll include
the whole season's results.
The first group to leave Australia
were Russell Duncan, Mark
Newland, Benny Hill, Lee Scott,
Phil Alaban and Steve Moyes .
They planned to fly in the Owens
Valley, the u .S Nationals at
Chelan, Washington and Grouse
Mtn in that order, then make
themselves available as reserves
and wind dummies to the
Australian team competing at
Invermere for the American
Cup.
They arrived in June and were
picked up at L.A. airport by Steve
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who travelled earlier. A week
later they acquired a car, loaded
their kites and a trike and headed
for the Owens Valley.
They had instant success when
Steve cracked it for an out and
return world record flight on the
first day, June 25. He launched
from Horseshoe Meadows on the
Sierra Mtns and flew to
Boundary Peak on the end of the
White Mtn range then re turned
to Horseshoe Meadows on the
Sierras, crossing the Owens
Valley twice during the flight.
The flight began at 10.20am and
finished at 7.02pm - total flight
time of 8hrs 38mins. This flight
has been lodged wi th the FAI for
ratification.

The boys bounced around the
Owens Valley for a few more
weeks for experience before
heading north in three cars,
joining with Eiichi Tanaka
bound for the US Nationals at
Chelan, Washington.
The Americans accepted our 6
pilots as competitors and we owe
them one when they come to
Australia. The '86 Nationals
were
held
in
Chelan,
Washington for the third
consecutive time. It appears that
the US Nationals have found a
permanent home. The site has
mountains and dry, almost
desert sections and also rivers
and moist sections. This variety
of condi tions makes a pilot
think.
The desert pilot who thinks he
can blitz the course every time

may find himself on the ground
fuming while more conservative
pilots drift over his head while
he's packing his glider.
Australia had a first good day
with Mark, Russell and Steve all
making the goal. The favourite,
Rick Rawlings, immediately took
the lead and Randy Haney
second. Our boys made good
time on the 65 mile goal flight.
DAY 2: Another 55 mile goal
flight to Davenport was won
again by Rick Rawlings, with
Randy Haney on his heels. Both
Mark and Russell were amongst
the finishers, but Steve landed
short.
DA Y 3: The third goal flight - 50
miles to Coulee, where 55 pilots
of the field of 85 made goal.
DAY 4: An out and return to
Coulee and back - 100 miles. This
one began to sort the men from
the boys. The only pilots to
finish were Rick Rawlings,
Randy Haney, Mark Bennett,
Randy Adams and Mark
Newland. This moved Mark
into 4th position.
DAY 5: was the first triangle
course which was not difficult
with 54 pilots completing the
course and positions remaining
the same.

Jteve - 'r ense in final ta.1ce off

DAY 6: was a difficult 82 mile
triangle. The racing pilots all ate
ita t a difficult river valley
crossing. Only Mark and 5 other
pilots completed. This flight
gave Mark the undisputed lead.
DA Y 7: The conditions were
booming and the final task was
an out and return. The only
threat was Rick Rawlings. Mark

launched behind Rick and he
stayed on his tail.
With 4
Australians out ahead as wind
dummies, it was hard for Mark
to go wrong. Rawlings raced
hard, hoping to force Mark down
in the race, but Mark stayed
above him the whole flight and
even closed the gap between
them to finish in a faster time
than the racing machine,
Rawlings. Mark's win makes
him the firs t foreign pilot ever to
win the coveted US Nationals.
GROUSE MOUNTAIN:
The next competition was
Grouse Mtn at Vancouver. This
meet is an annual event and is
mainly a short task meet finished
with a high point value spot
landing. The Australians have
always done well here with their
landing ability and our American
Cup team used this meet as a
warm up.

;,ore drug advertisements
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The meet was plagued with bad
weather and bad directors'
decisions to try to compensate for
the weather. Russell Duncan
was clear leader till the last flight,
w hen an in flight rule change
gave the competition to the 11th
placed Rob Wells.
We learnt a lesson here on the
importance of rules. No rule
should ever be changed once a
meet has commenced. So, Meet
directors, take heed. Set your
rules and s tick with them.
THE AMERICAN CUP:
The American Cup was
conceived when Brian Milton
was chairman of the British
competition committee and he
was seeking international pilot
experience for his team. He
challenged Tracy Knaus of the
USA to host a team comp using
the total scores of a 6 pilot team.
The event was a success and the
British won the event in 1979.
Since then, it has been a biannual event with 6 nations
fielding a 6 man team.
received the challenge in
January and after a conference
with Martyn Yeomans we
decided to field a team. The next
task ~ how to finance the
venture. Bill Wydeberg of the
Bond Corporation offered to
assist and came to the rescue
with a generous $30,000
sponsorship for gliders and
pilots.
The team was chosen from the
National ladder and those who
were known performers. They
were Steve Moyes, Rick Duncan,
Danny Scott, Neil Mersham,
Steve Blenkinsop and Ian
Jarman. The reserves were the
boys travelling at their own
expense. Ian Jarman and Neil
Mersham decided to skip the
Grouse compo and went ahead to
.
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Invermere
to
familiarise
themsel ves wi th the terrain.
They arranged the teams'
accomodation for when they
arrived at Panorama Mtn Resort
after driving 500 miles from
Vancouver. One good night's
sleep and they were in practice
armed with the information Neil
and Jarso had acquired the
previous week.
The town, Invermere, nestles in
the bottom of the Columbia
Valley.
The river flowing
through is, naturally, the
Columbia River with the
Canadian Rockies towering to
14,000' above at both sides. Pine
forests cover the foothills and
continue till they reach the
snowline at 10,000'.
With every flight a pilot would
see wild, big-horn sheep,
occasionally a bear or wolf and
Rick Duncan even saw a cougar
on one flight. The boys were
flying in scary terrain and an outlanding in the mountains was
something to be concerned about.
Radio contact was important.
During that week the 5 other
nations arrived and based at the
Panorama also. Facilities there
were magnificant - restaurant

open late hours, sauna and pools
and a 24hr office to take care of
communications with the
outside world.
The meet started with a flight
from Mt Swansea as did each of
the next 6 flights. The first task
was a difficult out and return
flight. All 6 Australian pilots
made the course and only the
American team got 6 home. The
next morning we were dismayed
to learn that Rick Duncan's
camera had failed and his back
up had jammed, so we had to
accept a zero score for Rick. This
put us in 4th place, with USA 1st,
Britain 2nd, Canada 3rd,
Australia 4th, Germany 5th and
Brazil 6th.
DAY 2: A short out and return
in choppy conditions with few
pilots making goal.
The
Americans had a bad day with
short flights from Rawlings,
Fisher and Case.
Australia
moved from 4th place to 3rd,
passing Canada and reducing
America's lead.
DA Y 3: Britain's Jess Flynn takes
sick. They fly with a 5 man team
as their reserve is 1 days travel
away. Jarso has a short flight, but
we muster enough points to

.ip ot lanciin.': contest at Invermere

ROUND 5 & 6: Both out and
returns saw 2 German pilots
penalised for crop landings and
they moved from 3rd to 5th
position. Our pilots flew as a
solid team, with all scoring well,
held the lead.

Celebration in landing field

move ahead of the Brits, but the
Yanks have their best scoring day
and pull away.
Tuesday was blown and rained
out, so a rest day was called. This
gave us a chance to plan our
strategy for the remaining 4 days.
A team event where the scores of
all the pilots are used places
heavy responsibility on a low
scoring pilot. One weak link can
cost victory. We felt comfortable
as Australia has no "weak links".
We planned to fly conservative
team fligh ts and wait for the
Yanks to crack.
The meet director had received
complaints from farmers on
damage to crops by pilots. A rule
that carried a zero score for such
a pilot was in our rule books.
The director brought this rule to
the attention of the team leaders
on the morning of the 4th day.
He said that if a pilot could not
clear a crop, he must land before
a crop - he must not land in the
crop or the penalty would apply.
The crops were few and most
pilots gave it little attention but

our team strung out along the
return route and didn't expect
this to be our day though they
had all scored better than the
Americans.
The following
morning the meet director had a
complaint from the police that a
pilot had landed in a crop, but
none were reported on the score
board. The damage to the crop
was negligible but the rule was
applied and an American pilot
was disqualified.
This placed Australia in the lead.
Britain had their reserve now
flying and had become a serious
threat as they always are. The
Americans flew harder to
overcome their penalty.

DA Y 7: Saturday and the final
day dawned a crackpr day with a
good lapse rate. The director
called a goal task - 100 miles to
the town, Golden.
The
Australian team went into a
huddle to discuss tactics. We had
the lead, but must all complete
the task to hold it. They decided
that those capable would go for it
and radio back information to
the slower pilots.
The
Americans
had
no
alternative other than all go for it
and hope they could drag one of
our pilots down. The window
opened and the sky was a
scrambled mess with gliders
going up in all directions. The
best day yet. I waited till the last
pilot launched and joined all the
team leaders in a car chase to
Golden 100 miles away.
The task was a tailwind task and
the gliders were going fast along
the tops of the Rockies. We came

FLIGHT 4 on Wednesday. A
long out and return was called.
Brazil's Paulo Coelho was the
first pilot home and was
followed by Pendry and Haney
the only 3 to finish. We found
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across a dozen pilots downed in
their haste to catch the leaders to our reli e f, no Australians .
Two hours later I stopped the car
in Golden and saw the most
beautiful site in the entire week six beautiful black and gold
swans sitting in the middle of the
lan ding area.
As we expected, all the
Americans were there also, but
without waiting for an official
score, we broke open a case of
Australian champagne (imported
for such an occasion) the Swan
Premium Lager.
All toasted the team's success
right there in the landing field.
Sunday was a relaxed day with a
spot landing compoand a floating
target in the shallow lake. While
this was in progress, the officials
did the final scoring.
The
was
and
read

presentation Sunday night
held at the Invermere Inn
the team scores and places
as follows:-

1.
2.
3.
4.

AUSTRALIA
U.s.A.
CANADA
GT. BRITAIN

16090
16033
14882
14471

Th e only ac cident of the whole trip was when
Bill s ot his upper lip s tuck in the teapot
5
6.

W. GERMANY
BRAZIL

14448
10796

Although the American Cup is a
team event, individual pilot
scores were kept to honour the
highest scoring pilot.
The man was home town boy for
Invermere, Randy Haney with
4155 points.
Our pilots scored:
STEVE MOYES
DANNY SCOTT
STEVE BLENKINSOP
RICK DUNCAN
NEIL MERSHAM
IAN JARMAN

3235
2981
2962
2603
2357
1950

The Cup is ours for a 2 year
period and then we must choose
a team to defend it in 1988.
The results so far have beenU.s.A.
GT. BRITAIN
AUSTRALIA

1 win
3 wins
1 win

The hang gliding world is
focusing more attention on team
competition and Governments
and sporting bodies are giving
assistance towards team events.
It's now our turn to say to the
world "We've got it. Come and
get it if you are good enough!"
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Supine

There are not many of us in
Australia who perhaps fly
supine, so I thought it very
appropriate to send in a bit on
supine flying, as I haven't seen
anything on supine flying
myself. My story starts with me
fl ying in prone and a nerve
pinching after 5 minutes of flying
in the small of my back caused
through work years ago. I was so
sore I gave up hang gliding for 18
months when one day a mate
gave me an American Hang
Gliding mag and the centrefold
had a guy called Bob Thompson
sitting there flying supine.
Missing flying and going out
with my mates most weekends I
thought this would do me. So
bought a trainer glider, which is
very forgiving to get into supine,
so settled for a Mars. I went off to
visit a good flying buddy Jack
Nash and with his knowledge
and expertise we got stuck in and
did some changes to the kite for
supine flying. When flying the
Mars and I'm sure it would be
the same for most kites, to fly in
trim we couldn't reach the base
bar but had to fly on the back
wires, so back to the drawing
board and found we had to rake

Soaring

the A-frame back 200mm. Back
to the great beach site we have at
Rainbow, we went to test fly.
Must admit I did a Chicken
George and passed the reins to
Jack who was far more
experienced than me in flying.
The test flight went off well
except we found that with the Aframe being raked back 200mm
actually stuck the kites nose up
further on take-off making it a
guaranteed stall on take-off.
With heads together we came up
with the idea of a speed bar as it

allowed us to make up the
leeway when pulling in. I can
imagine what Steve Moyes
thought when I ordered a speed
bar for a Mars.
Back to Rainbow Beach again and
another nerve raking test fly.
Why the nerves I don't know, I
wasn't flying it and the flight
went off 100% and to this day
I've done myself 130 hours of
supine flying. 110 hours in a
Mars and 20 hours in a Probe 2. I
have flown 4 and a half hours

Eungel l a
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Moyes Mission, the Glider with a pI

pose

non-stop and been just as fresh as
when I took off. At Xmas time I
will be spending my holidays
flying supine in a Eclipse so hope
to see you southeners there
when Jack and Lyn Nash run the
friendly compo I have flown
Flaxton, Widgee, Granalda,
Eungella, all inland sites and find
supine easier than prone.
For me getting back into the air
and flying 130 hours of happy
flying, I have to thank our
Sunshine Club flying mate Jack
Nash. Thankyou Jack.
Sunshine Alf
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(A GLIDING FANTASY)
reprinted from 1979 Skysailor.
At 7 o'clock on Sunday morning
the sparkle of sunlight shining
persistently through the window
anounced the new day's arrival.
At that moment there were no
clouds in the sky that hinted at
good soaring conditions.
"Well, It's looking good,"
thought Roy Rogers (who
together with his wonder glider
"Trigger" was the star of many
gliding fantasies) "I hope I'll stay
up longer than 15 mins" - the
realization of yesterday's abortive
flights catching up to him . He
flinched as visions of the flights
raced through his mind and he
wondered where he had
blundered.
Many had short
flights but many, including those
in the less advanced flex-wing

gliders, had remained aloft to
enjoy pleasant, if unspectacular,
flights . Even Ian Hammerthem
had flown 15 miles from take-off
for the flight of the day. But, as
Roy reminded himself with a
grin, he had outlanded in a
swampy paddock 10 miles from
the airfield. Roy was unsure as
to his mistakes. Obviously his
thermalling techniques were
ineffective but he couldn't put
his finger on the problem. · On
his first flight the previous day
Roy had tried to core every bump
that came along while on his
second he flew at maximum LID
waiting for the boomer that
didn't eventuate. On his third
he didn't know what to do. He
tried to core some thermals, then
disregarded them and then in the

end his best effort was coring
Roy just didn't
understand it.
One of the
visiting North Coast flyers, Neil
Morechampers, being short on
cash, could only afford to winch
to 1000' and went straight to
4000' where he stayed until
persuaded down by frost-bite .
Despairingly, Roy wished for a
tow-plane that would drop him
off right in the middle of a big fat
thermal. "Oh well, today will be
good", he reassured himself.

600'/min. sink.

Soon mind, body and equipment
were assembled and he was on
the way to the airfield and
arrived with his wonder glider
"Trigger" by 9 o'clock. The field
was ideal for gliding. It was once
Richmond RAAF Base, but some
unique politicing had gained it
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for the group that flew there.
Bruce Whitman, while doing
some subversive work for the
Freeza
Government, Had
suggested that big savings could
be made if no government forms
were made sky blue because the
blue dye was dearer than other
dyes. However, Bruce knew only
too well that the RAAF
personnel needed sky blue forms
to requisition the air to pump up
aircraft tyres.
Without the
'p recious forms all aerial defence
of the RAAF ceased - and the
RAN wouldn't let them any air.
Bruce then brought in stage 2 of
his plan by showing Mal Freeza
how much money could be
saved by having the RAAF
inoperative. In fact, by having all
these defence personnel on the
dole lines a sense of discipline
would be instilled in the
unemployment.
Further
politicing had Laing Allen
Hancock buying the airforce,
selling it to Qld and putting all
disgruntled airforce personnel in
a refugee boat and sending them
to attack Vietnam. So it came to
pass that Richmond RAAF Base
came to belong to the ultra-light
gliding community, along with
restrictions to any powered craft.

LID at 40 knots before leaving
but many appreciated owning
their own aircraft and not having
to wait all day for a flight of, at
most, 45 mins. And the hang
glider pilots that formally
trudged the mountains in search
of thermal elation appreciated
the reduced driving, increased
safety and greater reliability of
the Richmond site.

At the fiel d there were a few
gliders assembled and ready to
go. The range of equipment
varied from flex-wing gliders to
high performance fibreglass
creations.
Generally, former
sailplane pilots tended to the
more exotic and hang glider
pilots s.tayed with flex-wing
machines.
However, in this
situation LID was relatively
more important than sink rate
and so gliders had very fast top
end speeds. Roy's aircraft of
fibreglass and fabric construction
sported a 45' span, 140sq.' area
and a horizon tal, hinged control
surface - an idea borrowed from
the old Fledge 2's which still
made the occasional appearance.
Pitch control was by the all
moving horizontal s tabilitor
with trim adjusted by weight
shift.
Em pty, the machine
weighed
120 pounds. During
The winch was owned by flying
take-off
"Trigger"
nested in a
entreprenuer Colin "We Don't
cradle
which
released
at lift-off.
Sell Any Kites" McNoble who
charged 50c per. launch. Colin's Landings were on a skid .
enterprise was criticised and Performance was impressive by
often there was talk of contrast to Roy's older machines;
alternative winches and even maximum LID of 25:1 at 45knots,
tow planes. But ultra-light glider sink rate 150' Imin. at 24 knots
pilots were not successfully and stall at 20 knots. Landings
organised so Colin retained his were usually at 30 knots (or more
monopoly.
Richmond had a on windy days) because the stall
good safety record and winching . was vicious. Turbulence induced
was available only to those who stalls near the ground were
had undergone a towing course. avoided at all costs.
The Marx Brothers supplied a
comprehensive course for $30. Many of Roy's friends were
Not only hang glider pilots had disappointed that he went away
cen tered their
flying
at from the foot launched and foot
Richmond. Glider pilots found landing concept but Roy felt that
enjoyment
there
also. without going to high lift devices
Admittedly some came and such as flaps, foot launching and
grumbled about these primative landing sacrificed upper range
ultra-light gliders having 15:1 performance and made landings

and winch take-offs extremely
hazardous. However many foot
launched weight shift hang
gliders were abo.ut - price and
simplicity being a major factor
with many people. Many of the
Richmond flyers equally enjoyed
themselves floating about coastal
cliffs in the slower flying flexwings.. But those specifically
desig.ned for thermal winchlaunched flying were somewhat
differen t from th eir coas tal
created ancestors. LID at speed
was of utmost importance so
aspect ratio had soared. Typically
the span was 40' and area was
150-160 sq.ft. This obviated the
use of a small stabilizer, usually
V shaped which prevented
tumbling and gave the glider
great dive recovery and also
assisted in stamping out yawing
oscilla tions .
Foot launch and landing was
possible but many had feet up
capabilities for the inevitable tail
wind and cross wind landings.

Suddenly Roy's thoughts were
distracted by the sound of the tow
vehicle moving off.
Fidget
Merrily had decided to see what
was around. No clouds had
formed and it wasn't hot but he
thought he'd give it a go in his
self designed Scalectria 4. Fidget
released at 1500' and began the
run over all the dependable
thermal sources.
Everyone
watched and shared in the pilot's
adrenalin surge at every bump
and his disappointment at lack of
anything solid. Nothing yet and
he was down to 800'. Then the
Scalectria started circling and
slowly his rate of descent slowed
and he maintained. But to no
avail -- he was forestalling the
inevitable. After 15 mins. Fidget
landed and was surrounded by a
gaggle of advisors and enquiries.
Good news, the lapse rate was
good.
After a further 20 minutes of
yarn swapping, exaggerating and
inventing, Steve Sproutem took
up his yellow Factor 2.
Steve
had a similar experience to Fidget
but his flight was 20 minutes. It
was only a matter of time Roy
thought to himself. Then Tim
Ravers went up and he gained
altitude. The rush was on. Soon
they were all lined up - Ben
Cattle in his Flicarus, Glen
Waywood in his Marx More
Mark 7, Steve Marx in a
prototype to be known as a Marx
More or less, Lain g
Allen
Hancoc k had his Plummet
Moveover. Visiting Gold Coast
flyer, Lon Graham was th ere in
his Plibus Billypuss as were
Wayne Missedya in his aerobatic
Marx Microcesm and Dick
Devons in another Marx
Brothers hallucination .
With
each
launch
conditions
improved
but
it
wasn ' t
outstanding. Height gains of
2500' were being achieved with
the promise of better to come but
y ou had to search. Eventually
Roy preflighted and hooked up.
At 1500' he released and took off
towards the township. A gentle 3

knot northerly was b lowing so
Roy decided to c r uise at
maximum L/D toward the town,
pick up something and cruise to
the mountains; the eastern side
of which
were facing th e
sunlight. Above the mountains
the thermals were generally
better because the air was colder
but the ground temperature was
about the same.
Downwind of the town Roy
picked up a few bumps but was
generally in 500ft./min. sink and
regretting his decision. Then the
right wing lifted suddenly.
Instinctively Trigger turned right
into the lift and was going up at
500 ft./min. slowly circling and
exploring the lift. The thermal
was small but Trigger was rising
and soon it expanded. At 4000'
the thermal petered out and so
he
headed
towards
the
mountains. There he collected a
few more thermals and soon had
6000' AGL. Roy had been higher
but today's effort had been very
pleasing. The thermals weren't
numerous but his flyi~g was tidy
and it seemed his strategy was

suited to the conditions. Many
had required 3 or 4 launches to
get a soaring flight. As usual not
many were venturi ng more than
5 miles away from the take-off
area. Only Ben Cattle had gone
the same way.
This was
comforting to Roy hecause Ben
knew most of the suitable places
to outland, having outlanded
more than the others combined.
He and Steve Sproutem had also
managed to remove most of the
power
lines.
Suddenly
turbulence disturbed these
thoughts. He had dropped 500'
while Ben had gained 500'. After
Ihr. 30 mins. in the air Roy's
concentration was wandering
and he cursed himself for it.
Once this lapse had actually
caused an outlanding. Luckily
they looked with satisfaction on
the myriad of ants darting about
the take-off area at only 4000'.
Then suddenly the flying ants
headed for the safety of the
landing field and quickly
disappeared from the sky. After a
few helpless seconds they
summed up the situation. The
sea breeze had hi t and it was a

l{owan on a r0ge
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strong one as evidenced by
smoke and the painfully slow
progress of those machines now
downwind of the landing area.
First instinct was to head for
home but several things made
Roy decide against it - the trip
home would be upwind
depending on the speed of the
approaching front, there was a
one and a half mile section
devoid of any possible landing
areas and there was a landing
area one mile away crosswind.
This became the goal. About half
a mile from this landing area a
flock of swifts were darting about,
zipping around and gradually
floating back and up.
Only
occasionally did they flap their
wings.
Subconsciously Roy
headed away from his objective
to these airborne signposts
almost secretively conceded the
possibility that these b irds were
flying in front. Soon he was with
the birds and unsure what to do
next. Many times eagles had
shown the way to cloud base ~nd
Roy considered himself on firs t
name terms with a few of these
large soaring birds. But he was
unsure of the habits of these
small, rather erratic swifts. He
decided to follow the swifts but
did not gain much height and
was soon 2 miles from his
emergency
landing
area .
Suddenly the swifts descended
out of sight.
"Cheeky little buggars. I bet they
did that deliberately ", Roy
thought.
Instead of floating
secure in the knowledge and
companionship of the feathered
experts he was dependent on his
own expertise. Roy headed for
home. Trimmed to best LID he
inched forward. For about 5 or 10
minutes he found zero sink and
had 6000' . The tension lifted as
he contemplated his situation;
6000' and 4 miles to the landing
area.
No worries, he was
promising himeself as he entered
800ft. min . sink.
Not good
progress - still all he could do
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was fly for maximum efficiency.
Just as he sobered himself with
that thought he found some
marginal lift and had a further
decision to make. Should he
conti nue or should he core the
lift and hope the height gain
would more than compensate for
the distance he would be blown
away from ther landing paddock.
He decided if the lift lasted longer
than 5 seconds he would circle. It
did and he did and he lost it and
100'. Soon another patch of lift
presented itself and Roy cored it
and went climbing back to 5000'.
Much to his surprise he did not
seem to be drifting back.
Memories of all the geography
lessons he had endured flooded
back and he realised this was the
upper part of the sea breeze cell.

30arin; the 8 ft

0

Maintaining his height of 8000'
he cruised effortlessly back to
Richmond at a ground speed of
40 knots. And low and behold he.
had an escort of swifts. "Cheeky
little buggars", he said to himself.
"I suppose they'll want the credit
'1ow".
After some four and a half hours
in the air he landed and extracted
himself from his craft to be met
by a myriad of questions.
Eventually he conceded he
would have been very lucky to
have landed at the alternate site
let alone get back to Richmond.
He was even chastised by Leon
Quadrangle for drifting so far
back. But Tim Ravers silenced
Leon by saying "so what, there
are plenty of landing spots on the
western side of the mountains".

rid;e d
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comp.NEW5
NEW ZEALAND HANG GLIDING
ASSOCIATION
OVERSEAS NOT AM
Hello Fellow Hang Glider Pilots ! !
The New Zealand Hang Gliding Association wish
to extend an invitation to all overseas pilots
(suitably qualified) to corne and compete in our
national championships in Wanaka February 14th
to 22nd 1987.
Wanaka is a lakeside resort approximately 60 miles
from Queenstown ...... the site of last year's
competition.
Wanaka is surrounded by many tall mountains
and long wide valleys which borders the Southern
Alps/Main Divide. Take-off sites are 4000'-5000'
ASL and reaching the ceiling of 9500' is not
unexpected .... some spectacular flying is assured.
As the number of entrants will be limited, advance
notification to compete would be advisable and
appreciated by the organisers.
Please refer to accompanying page for details.
Regards
THE ORGANISING COMMITTEE

Tasks will be race to goal around pylons and using
cameras for turn point identification, Wan aka
being the goal.
There will be only one class of entry that being
championship class.
Entry fee will be $100 and prerequisites for entry
will be:
NZ Pilots must be current members of NZHGA
All competing Pilots must have advanced rating
and High Altitude rating.
Pilots will need to provide their own transport.
Payment of entry fee and registration must be
completed within 2 days preceding the
competition start.

The competition will start 7 days after the
Australian Nationals allowing time for those
taking part in that competition to return to NZ.
It is hoped that some top Aussie and overseas

pilots will also attend this competition.
It is hoped that we will have at least $2000 cash

prize money plus many thousands of dollars
worth of locally sponsored prizes.
NEW
ZEALAND
HANG
GLIDING
ASSOCIA nON
NATIONAL HANG GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS
1987
The 1987 NZ National Champs are to be held at
Wanaka, Otago involving 9 days for competition
from 14th until 22nd Feb.
The main take-off sites to be used are Treble Cone
Ski field, Cardrona Skifield and the Pisa Range as
used at last years competition.
The tasks and rules will be as used at the 1988
World Champs at Mt Buffalo, Australia.

There are 4 camping grounds around Wanaka, and
plenty of motels, cabins etc at very reasonable rates.
Pilots requiring more information on
accommodation or the competition please send a
self-addressed stamped envelope and requests to:
The Organisers,
NZHGA Championships,
POBOX 136,
WAN AKA, NEW ZEALAND
The organisers are:
Alister McKay (Meet Director)
Ross McMillan
Shaun Gilbertson
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INVITATION
KOSSEN WORLD MASTERS - AUSTRIA
We have been invited to send an official team to
compete in the 1987 Kossen World Masters - to be
held from May 24th to June 6th, 1987.
A separate men's and women's section will run
parallel. The men's team size is 8 (max.), whilst
the women's is 4.
Entry fee is 7000 Austrian Shillings (about $795),
which includes: bed and breakfast, competition fee,
transport to take-off and shuttle pick-up service.
Prize money is 100,000 shillings (about $11,400) for
the men and 30,000 shillings ($3,400) for the
women.
Now ...... we have received a grant of $5000 from
the Australian Sports Commission. To thisHGFA
will add $1000 making a total of $6000. Naturally if
we divide this by 12, each entrant will receive only
$500 - not enough for the entry fee! We have
therefore decided to provide assistance only to the
top ranked 4 male pilots and 2 female pilots (ie
$1000 each), who apply by February 15th, 1987.
Send the following details - NAME, ADDRESS,
PHONE NUMBER, AGE,' RANKING ON
NATIONAL LADDER (estimate if necessary) OR
DETAILS OF RECENT COMPETITION
EXPERIENCE - to:
KOSSEN WORLD MASTERS
HGFA, SUITE 508
157-161 GLOUCESTER ST.,
SYDNEY 2000.
Applicants must also send a refundable deposit of
an indication of their seriousness and
ability to raise the additional money required, say
about $1600 -$1800 for airfare; plus spending
money, meals etc - about $500 at least.

~as

/

Once the top 4 men and 2 women are selected the
remaining places, will be offered to pilots in
descending order of ranking until the other 4 and 2
places are filled by those willing and able to pay for
ALL their own expenses. This may seem a bit
unfair but remember that most high ranking pilots
have got there by spending a lot of their own time
and money in the past, competing in major
competitions both in Australia and overseas; and
as they will be representing Australia, it is
important that we send the best possible team.
Martyn Yeomans
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Rowan.
It happened about a month ago. I

had been getting a lot of flying in,
at two of our northern beaches
sites, Cooks Terrace and Long
Reef.
I was heading to the beach to
meet some friends. Our trusty
editor, Kombi Kev and Pete
Adare, for a flight at another
North East site, Bungan Head.
The weather was showing signs
that it should be another good
northeast day. But this was to
change .....

..... .1 thought I would detour via
Warriewood and Cooks to see if
they had decided to fly there.

Before I got to the coast I noticed
the wind had swung southeast.
The weather guys hit it right
again, northeast 10 -15 knots,
they said. I figured if I hurried, I
might meet the others before
they went to Stanwell.
Arriving at Warriewood I met
Pete packing up his Mars. He
said Geoff and Kevin were at
Bungan and would be coming
here soon. We were all amazed

at how the wind had gone from
8-12 knots N/E to 15-20 knots S/E
so quickly. Great discussion on
whether we should make the 1
&1/2 - 2hr trip to Stanwell, was
to follow. As the wind was
already strong, we decided to take
a look at the S/E face of
Warriewood, as Stanwell would
probably be blown out.
I had looked at this site before
and thought it flyable. It was a
cliff launch and would need
sufficient wind, so you didn't
bomb out. No good for light
winds. As the S/E freshened I
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decided to have a go. We set up
the Gyro I, as it is one of the best
gliders for these conditions, and I
had more experience on it than
my brothers Probe 1.

headland. 1 WAS WRONG (I
had forgotten that the turbulent
air behind a hill or cliff spreads
out, in the same way as the
vortices behind a glider or
aircraft do.)

of losing my brothers Probe, my
friends harness and parachute
and possibly me, in the drink. S
I had only one chance. A small
rock shelf, down the bottom of
the N/E face of Warriewood.

I took off with assistance from
the others and found it to be a
good little site. The others said
they might fly if I went all right.
After about 20 mins the wind
had strengthened a fair bit and I
decided that the Probe 1 would be
. better for this wind strength.
After 2 practice approaches I
landed on the small beach at the
base of the hill.
By the time we had the Probe set
up the wind at take-off was at
least 20-25 knots. Having flown
at Long Reef in winds of this
strength, often, it did not present
any problem. The only thing is I
would have to be careful on
landing, as the cliffs upwind
might produce noticeable
turbulance.
Meanwhile the others had
decided not to fly, as the wind
was now stronger than when I
had taken off. Up where I was
the wind was now getting strong
(approx. 30 knots at 300'). I had
to fly fast to stay over the ridge.
There still would have been no
problem landing on the beach
though, as it faced straight into
the wind. I was so high that I
thought I should have no
problem flying tailwind and
landing on Mona Vale beach to
the north. I descended down to
hill height, which required flying
out of the lift to get down, and
told the others my intentions. I
said I would meet them on the
beach. I then climbed back up as
they packed up the Gyro and
headed to Cooks to watch my
flight.
After 10 mins I thought they
would be there. I checked my
height, and with the wind
blowing as strong as it was I
thought there would be no
problem in making the beach. I
would fly out over the ocean so I
didn't get in the rotor off the
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------As soon as I was behind the point
I realised that 1 was not going to
make it. If 1 continued on my
present path, I would end up
about 500m out to sea, off Cooks
Terrace. NO WAY!! So 1
thought, "head towards the
closest end of Mona Vale beach."
As soon as 1 did this I realised my
ignorance was going to cost me,
IN A BIG WAY. 1 was flying
through this massive rotor and
going down over water.
I thought that I might be able to
make Warriewood beach and
turned towards it, but by this
stage I was in a vicious circle, the
more I flew towards the beach,
the more I flew into rotor.
Pretty soon I had lost all my
options, it was now the water, or
the rocks. I did not like the idea

I had been swimming down
there lots of times, but you clim·.
down a cliff to get there, not Ian<
a double surface hang glider on
the rocks . I didn't like this
method of descent much at all.
I was now coming down to hill
height fast, on the lee side of a
160' vertical cliff in a 30 knot
rotor. This is where the real fUl
started. I was right above the
rock platform, heading straight
the cliff. The hardest part about
fl ying in a rotor is the air is
totally unpredictable. 1 had to
lose height with some sort of
control, if 1 didn't do somethin~
would hit the cliff, so I
commenced a hard left turn.
One second I was going down,
then I started going up. I was

actually soaring the lee side of
the cliff. Shit - what next. 10'-15'
away from the cliff I was flying
along the face and started
heading out again, I had little
control over my direction or
height and little interest in rock
climbing a hang glider. The
glider had a mind of its own and
was going up and down like a
roller coaster. All I could do was
try and turn back to the rock shelf
every time I was taken away.
There were about 8 people at the
swimming spot and I thought of
yelling for help. Except how can
they help me if I'm 100' in the
air, so I would call out if I was
going into the water.
I was now on my way down fast,
I tried to steer for the platform,
which was only 2-3 times as big
as the glider and surrounded by
deep water. On my last turn I
carne down in a 45-50 degree turn
over the water, trying to flare to
sl~w down, but in descending

this did not do much. I hit the
platform fairly hard but didn't
hold onto the A-frame. There
was a big splash and I stopped. I
was on the rocks.

it up the cliff. About 5 mins later
the Surf Rescue were on the
scene to see what had happened,
the Police also arrived later. It
seems people had noticed the
glider go down and thought it
As I looked up, I saw some rather went in the water. It's
stunned swimmers looking at
comforting to know they would
me. Man was I lucky. I had
have been there if it had been
landed belly first, still in prone in worse.
2" of water. The water absorbed
the impact of the landing, and to I still can't believe how lucky I
my great surprise neither the
was. I sure have a great respect
glider or myself had suffered any for rotors now.
damage. I was soaking wet but
only had a slight sore wrist,
I hope some of the readers will
which went away after 20 mins.
learn from my mistake and
realise that rotors are on of the
About 1 min after, the other
most dangerous phenomenons
guys, who had seen the whole
you can encounter in hang
event from Cooks, carne bolting gliding.
down the cliff to see if I was OK.
I said I was fine, but could not
PS I think lee side spot landings
believe what had just happened. would make a great hang 7 task.
Neither could they.
We decided to leave the glider on
the rocks and go for a swim
before packing it up and dragging
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NobbyNotes
With the Nobby Christmas Party
only weeks away everyone is out
there flying XC every chance they
get. GARY DAVIE in his new
FOIL was going for it every time
he got the thing out of the bag.
His accumulative distance points
have been rapidly increasing,
w ith good d istance s fr o m
Killarney and Rosin's Lookout.
Not to be outdone, TREVOR
CRANE, DAVE STEVENS and
myself flew to Trevor's place in
TYALGUM,
NSW
after
launching from Tambourine
Mountai n .
Even the Nobby Hill itself has
been the starting point for XC
flights.
ROD BERNARD started the ball
rolling with a flight a few weeks
ago to GATTON. The distance
was 28kms, a good effort for
Rod's second only XC flight.
Then on the weekend of the
15/16 Nov. a competition was
planned for the Nobby on the
Sunday. GEOFF TULLOCH and
myself decided to head out on
Saturday for a bit of practice. It
was a very rewarding day. I
managed 31.5kms to ESK whilst
GEOFF flew on further landing at
the TOOGOOLAW AH drop zone
for 5l.5kms. We were both
hoping for a repeat of conditions
on Sunday.
Alas when the crowd turned up
on Sunday, conditions were
found to be very stable and the
strong SE turned to a light NE.
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Of the 15 pilots present 8
reluctantly went in the open
distance XC task while the 7
newer members went in a spot
landing competition for PR2's.
The results for the spot landing
were 1st - IAN MC BEAN
2nd - TERRY JENKINS
2nd - BERNIE MC FAY
3rd - BRUCE ROBERTSON
For most of the XC pilots the
open distance task was not as
successful as they had hoped.
SCOTT TUCKER was the only
pilot who got away and 2hrs and
many scratchy, light thermals
later landed west of HELIDON,
51kms from take off.
The rest of the field ended up
bombing out, although GARY
DA VIE, HANK, BOB SAMUELS
and BARRY CLAPHAM all
managed to stay airborne for up
to 20 mins but could not get
enough height to get over the
back.
As can be imagined there were a
few long faces back at the
Glamorganvale
Pub
that
evening.
Since the start of November
there has been some extra Air
Traffic
around
the
Mt.
Tambourine site.
Heavy
helicopters are flying tourists in
and out of the THUNDERBIRD
PARK from the Gold Coast.
They will mainly be flying on the
eastern side of the mountain and
should not be any problem. A
representative of the company
told me that occasionally there
will
be
fligh ts
from

KOORALBYN V ALLEY and th,
flight path will be near our area
The company wants no one te
lose use of the airspace an(
instead just have a see and avoic
policy. They know we are ther,
and will keep a look out and w
sho u ld d o th e same. Thes,
aircraft a re, by the way, a 10
quieter in fligh t th an a heav:
military helicopter, so do not jus
listen for the noise.
Another reminder that only clul
members are allowed to fly at thc
Nobby site. There have bee]
reports that Northside Cluj
members are using the sit
without supporting N .A.S.S.A
b y paying their members hif
EION ROBINS is one offende
that comes to mind who ha
been flying at the Nobby Hi:
recently without the courtesy c
becoming a member.
It i
interesting to note that whilst h
feels he is justified to break Ot;
club rules and the Airforc
requirements for use of the sit
he is always one of the first t
wave the big stick when OthE
pilots do wrong.
Furthermore, pilots flying at th,
Tamborine Mountain site please
adhere to the 3000' ASI
restriction as the site's future i
very fragile at the moment. Thi:
is due to recent incidents tha
have been reported to the media
Watch your altimeter and mov
out of the area when the heigh
limi t is reached.
Safe Soaring
SCOTT TUCKER

If you must take off in cross
or
tail wind be mindful of your
limi tations.
HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION

Dear QHGA members,
Jerry Furnell has resigned as
president of QHGA due to
increasing work commitments,
and I, Mike Lewis, have taken
over in that position until we are
able to conduct an executive
election at our Annual General
Meeting early in the new year.
I've been hang gliding since 1976
and in my 10 years of flying, I've
flown a good number of Qld sites
from Cairns to Rathdowney.
I feel at this juncture I must put
down a few lines on SAFETY or
should I say the apparent lack of
it.
"WHO NEEDS IT?" you say.
Well obviously a large number
of Qld pilots need to be jolted
somehow, and initially I'll try
this method.
1986 has been an alarming year
for accidents in Qld, although
you would not believe this to be
the case judging from the paltry
few accident reports received.

When flying a new area,
whether it be XC or just your
first time at the site, over fly
your landing zone.
On your landing approach
get
out of prone while at least
50'-100' AGL.
You are involved in a sport
which I feel is the greatest sport
known to man . How about
ensuring you are able to enjoy it
for many years to corne. Get your
act together, don't be afraid to
pull the glider down if you feel
CONDITIONS ARE WRONG
FOR YOu.
FL Y TO ENJOY, NOT TO PROVE
SOMETHING.
Safe flying
Mike Lewis
SECRET ARYS' NOTE
A couple of decisions were made
at the Executive Meeting held on
3/12/86.

1)
The next Annual General
Meeting will be held on
Saturday, March 14 1987 - at 41
Gladewood Dr, Daisy Hill, Qld
4128
Ph (07) 209 2674.
Commences at 7.30pm.
All
commi ttee posi tions will be
available for nomination. These
are:President, Secretary,
Treasurer, HGFA Co-ordinator,
Safety Co-ordinator, DOA Rep,
and Media Rep. Please send
nominations to QHGA Inc.

2) The 1987 Easter Competition
will be held at Killarney which is
about two and a half hours south
west of Brisbane.
(See next
edition for detailed map). The
decision was based on the fact
that this site, when compared to
Widgee is much more versatile
in both amenities and launch
alternatives.
Finally, I have received a
number of letters regarding
Safety Officer Status. Please be
aware that any such appointment
lapses after 3 years and that to
renew, one must again, go
through the original exercise of
doing the PR3 or PR4 theory
exam (whichever applies) and
sending the results, along with a
completed "Safety Officer"
application to the State Safety Coordinator.
Peter de Mestre

It is only pure luck that nobody
has been killed or seriously
injured in this spate of accidents,
certainly all the ingredients have
been there. Complacency appears
to be the major factor in accidents
involving the higher rated pilots,
whereas with many PR2 and
PR3's it would appear to revolve
around inexperience.

Don't forget the BASICS:
AIRSPEED
A good hard run every time
you launch
Beware of wind gradients
Beware of rotors
Don't fly in cloud

Vern -

'.; 8. tc:: ing
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Giday Victorian's,
The flying is on at last! Yeeharr.
The Buangor Open was contested
over three days and eventually a
winner was decided upon.
Day one was a race to goal from
Ben Nevis to Burrambeat, a
distance of 50.8 kms. Ian O'Neil
completed the task to win the
day.
Day two was open distance from
Elmhurst, the winning MAN
being Neil Park with a distance of
58.5 kms, he lande somewhere
near Marnoo.
Day three was all "open" (open
window for launch, choose your
own launch site and choose your
own direction to fly). Alan Bevis
won this day launching from
Ben Nevis to fly a macho 111.6
kms, past the bottom of the
Grampian Ranges almost to
Hamilton.
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Colin McRae's consistancy shone
through though, to give him first
place in the overall competition.
The top 5 standings at the end of
the battle were:
PILOT

CUMULATIVE
DIST.(KM)

Colin McRae
Alan Bevis
Neil Park
Ian O'Neil

157.3
120
102.8
109.1

Don Rotman 121.3

SCORE

1868
1598
1569
1543
1516

NEWS FLASH WOW NEWS
FLASH

Interstate flight number one
departed from the secret paddocl
(up near Echuca) at 12:30 pm anc
without using VB and flying
only at minimum sink, almost
made goal at Ben Nevis at 5:30
pm.
The highest altitude gain was
7200'AGL and it wasn't even
summer time!
I wonder what more wonderfull
thrilling things will happen.
love from Myles (kissey kissey)

Shane Gleeson found that his
Foil had been stuck in first gear
for the last 12 months and when
he finally got it going it took him
102 miles to stop the thing.

~__~Letters

to the

Editor~~!r

Dear Geoff,

Dear Fellow Pilots,

I found your cartoon humorous
and so did most guys I have
spoken to. Sorry to hear the lady
members were upset I think
most took it the wrong way.
When I saw it my temperature
went up and as temperatures rise
so did I, so I had a good flight that
day. Melinda we love you.
Sunshine Alf.

I am a regular flyer in the SE Qld
area which sports a large variety
of coastal and inland hang
gliding sites especially when you
consider its proximi ty to
Northern NSW sites, Byron Bay
etc.

Dear Geoff
I too, was dismayed at the
inclusion of the drawing in the
September issue of Skysailor
which I feel was unnecessary and
in poor taste.
As the Edi tor of Skysailor you are
holding a very responsible
position and you have the power
to utilize the written media to
express your ideas to the hang
gliding population of Australia .
The content of the magazine is a
reflection of you and your
attitudes because you have the
power to include or delete
articles. Your Editor's notes to
Marisa's and Melinda's letters
were condescending to say the
least and the inclusion of the
cartoon on page 19 (November)
seems to me that you have not
really gauged the extent of your
readers feelings . Geoff, that
Skysailor takes time and effort to
prepare I do not doubt and I
believe you earn your $300 per
issue, but if you do not want the
responsibility of being the Editor
just do the paste ups and let
someone else pass editorial
comment.
Ultimately the
decide your fate.
Rob Woodward

readers

will

1986
has
seen
several
infringements on cont r olled
airspace,which brought the DOA
down on us . Most recently a
local pilot created controversy by
flying, so the reports say, over
Straddy and landing on Hope
Island. We simply cannot allow
this to go on. I am afraid we may
lose our sites because of such
irresponsible behaviour. If we
lose Tamborine Mt we stand a
very real chance of losing
Beechmont too as they are so
close.

The two sites which I am closest
to and use most frequently are
Beechmont and Tamborine Mt.
These sites take easterly and
westerly winds respectively, have
high launches, very easy access
for two wheel drive, ample set Don't get me wrong, I'm not in
up area, top and bottom landing favor of over regulation of our
access.
sport but either we regulate and
control our own activities or the
In the right conditions these two DOA will step in and we could
sites can accommodate even lose two fabulous sites. So if you
relative new comers to our sport see some pilot breaking the rules,
safely and provide ample take some responsibility and if
challenges for XC pilots - with they have a radio get another and
long distances being possible in ask them if they are aware of
many directions with plenty of what they are doing. If they are,
roads to follow and some of the tell them to pull there head in. If
most splendid scenery on the east they have no radio talk to them
coast.
when they land.
I feel that some pilots may be
taking these sites for granted.
1986
has
seen
the
implementation by the DOA of a
3000'ASL maximum height gain
allowance at Tamborine Mt.
This of course made most of us
unhappy but we have since
proven this limit doesn't have to
stop us going XC and the DOA
will grant us special height gain
clearance occasionally for comps,
provided we follow procedure to
get it. Unfortunately, our two
most used sites border on
controlled airspace around
Coolangatta and Brisbane
airports.

Visiting and novice pilots please
make a point of chatting to
experienced local pilots about our
si tes for safety as well as legal
reasons. When advised follow it
closely. This may help prevent
accidents which this year were
high in number. Inexperienced
inland pilots should not fly alone
without an experienced local or
Safety Officer to advise and assist
them.
Well that's all I've got to say.
Hopefully with cooperation we
can look forward to many more
years of flying these two
exceptional sites.
Safe flying
Wayne Lee
Fanatic.
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Dear Geoff,
A vril
Craighead's
letter
published in the October issue
raises some significant points,
not to mention the ire of at least
one instructor .
Avril's
frustrations during her early
flying career have been
experi en ced in some form or
another by many pilots of both
sexes. It appears that there are
two issues involved, the rating
system, and the standard of
instruction available to new
pilots. Each is fundemental to
the continued growth of the
sport.
Much has been said (many
would say too much) about the
respective
merits
and
shortcomings of the current and
proposed rating systems. It is not
the intention of this letter to add
further to these, at times,
somewhat clouded arguments.
Perhaps the protagonists might
consider the fundamental
function of any rating system,
which is to provide a systematic
method for ensuring that pilots
are not permitted to fly in
conditions for which they are not
prepared. Flying is of essence, a
solitary activity. Each time a
glider is launched the pilot must
accept complete responsibility for
his own survival and the safety
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of others .
Therefore, it is
essential that the pilot be capable
of accurate judgement regarding
flying conditions and his own
capabilities. A rating system
must be an adjunct to this
judgement process. It should
provide advice regarding the
nature of a particular site
compared to the ability and
experience of the pilot, so that
without further information he,
or an advising safety officer, can
make a reasoned decision
whether it is safe for him to fly.
A good system will do this in the
simplest
and
most
straightforward
manner.
Anything
further
is
an
unnecessary complication, or
serves some other purpose, such
as providing a grading system for
competitors in organised events,
or an incentive for improvement
among those who are 'goal
oriented'. An unfortunate side
effect of the current system
results in such 'goal oriented'
pilots aspiring to a specific
grading which allows them to fly
at certain sites (Stanwell is the
obvious example) rather than
concentrating on improving
their flying skills without undue
regard to the skills specifically
required as grading tasks. An
examination of the current and
proposed systems using this
simple criterion reveals strengths

~
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and weaknesses in both. The
choice of the system will
ultimately rest with the majority,
but it is hoped that the final
decision will be based on less
emotional grounds than those
aired recentlv.
It is interesting to observe that
almost all the objections raised
against the proposed system
relate- to the method by which
the ability of a pilot is measured
by the system. For this we must
consider the standard of
instruction available, for it is
instructors and safety officers
who interpret and apply the rules
of any rating system to the skills
of all pilots. Those stalwarts who
have been flying for many years
will fondly recall the heady days
when everything was new and
those who survived were by
necessity self-taught. Thankfully
those days are no longer with us,
and neither are the lengthy
casualty lists they created. We
have now entered a much more
professional period, when many
of that experienced group of
flyers,
for
altruistic
or
entrepreneurial
reasons,
recognised a demand for
professional ins truction and
started most of the schools
currently in operation. These
institutions
now
largely
determine the standard required
of pupils to advance within
current and future systems. Like
any other industry, there are
differences in ability (and
honesty) between schools. It is
also true that free market forces
apply, and those schools who are
hon est and competent will
eventually replace those who are
not. Anyone who is dissatisfied
with the standard of their current
school or instructor is perfectly
entitled, and encouraged, to takE
their custom elsewhere. ThOSE
who find this necessary arE
advised to pass a gentle word tc
the National Coaching DirectOl
(the illustrious Mr Jarman) Ol
the HGFA in order to speed thE
demise
of
substandard
organizations.

Let us be rational. Both a rating
system
and
professional
instruction are essential to the
sport, as Department of Aviation
requirements, and for our own
safety.
If this means tha t
inexperienced
pilots
are
frustrated from flying at Stan well
Park for six months, then so be it,
for it is a small price to pay for
the privilege of a lifetime of
unfettered flight.
David Phillips
Dear Geoff,
I wonder what J.P.Avila from the
November issue likes to do on
the weekends. Maybe he or she
likes to attend the meat markets,
lay idle in bed all day watching
television, maybe the person
likes to attend those sleazy
cinemas wearing long trench
coats or is into sucking eggs.
If you don't like your friend

talking about hang gliding then
don't listen!
If you got to know the majority
of people involved in hang
gliding you'd find we're all
doers, after all we gave it a go in
the first place.
The "New
Australia" needs positive people
like us - Bob will tell you that.

October page19 item, perhaps
you, as Editor, should consider in
retrospect that the drawing did
nothing to contribute to any
aspect of hang gliding, and that
its reception by female pilots,
most male pilots and the wider
community must have been
negative.
If, on reflection, you believe you
made a mistake (and let's face it,
we all have silly moments) then
at least be big enough to admit it.
Your "apology" and further
belittling comments certainly
detract from your sincerity. If
you don't believe you made a
mistake why apologise?

realise it is hip to be square
nowadays and the Joe Cool
irresponsible face is out.
If you
know plenty of
irresponsible pilots including
yourself, I wouldn't advertise the
fact. I'm sure the Aus. Sports
Commission (for grants), Bond
Corporation (sponshorsip), DOA
(for approval to operale), Aus.
Bicentennial Authority (for
grants) to name a few concerned
bodies,
would
be
most
disinterested to continue their
support if they believe the
puerile
ramblings
of
a
supposedly "responsible editor"
who was supposedly elected for
his qualifications (which you
weren't).

Personally I was embarrassed for
us all.

I believe you are on a probation

Yours sincerely
David Petrie

period so unless you get real I
think you had better pass the job
on.

Dear Geoff,

Not being a cop out, but if I had
the time I would do the job, this
will obviously be your reply "No
one else wanted the job - in that
case grow up and do it properly
or get out and leave the
magazine more sensible.

I think it's about time you took a
good look at yourself and what
your actual position as editor
means and stop behaving in such
a juvenile and childish manner
and impart to the magazine the
respect it requires. Don't you Jane Watson
PS In our hang gliding School we

,----------------------------

You're writing to the wrong mag
for sour grapes letters, try the
Womens Weekly.
Russell "Creepy" Dobson
PS Lets
cartoons.

have

more

smutty

Dear Geoff,
Is Skysailor the appropriate place
to publish cartoons which
denigrate women?
Should
Skysailor deliberately not publish
them?
Without entering the
sexism/ censorship debates
(tempting though they are) and
referring specifically to the
des tined -to-become-infamous
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weed out the irresponsibles and
try to deter them permanently
from ever taking up the sport.
PPS Why page 19???
Dear Geoff,
Just a short note with these few
photos from 0.5. It has been a
grea t year to travel 0.5. In the
nearly 4 months I was in the U.S
and Canada, I witnessed and took
. part in some great flying done by
OZ
pilots .
The
only
disa ppoin tment was being
unable to get to the Owens
Valley. Great to see Steve Moyes
get an out and return distance of
187 miles. Larry Tudor a new
world distance with height gains
of 20,000 ASL, the new distance
of over 220 miles. Nevertheless
I did witness the winning of the
US Nationals by Mark Newland.
First foreign pilot to win such an
event. Also the winning of the
American Cup from the current
holders (GB) in Invermere,
Canada. This being another first
for Australian pilots. Mark also
came 5th in the Masters at
Grandfather Mt.
Witnessing the death of a fine
U.5 pilot - Stew Smith, was
something along a different line.
Landing minutes after Stew
along with the rest of our heat.
He had just won the pylon
course easily. Sad day for the
start of the competition, but
brings everyone back to the
reality of our sport. Will send a
news article that was in the local
paper, maybe you can use it in
future Skysailors. He certainly
was well known throughout the
States and highly regarded in his
sport of hang gliding.
Towing of all forms was done by
Lee Scott, Russell Duncan, Mark
Newland and m yself in Florida.
Boat towing being the major one
used down the re at present,
because of the availability of
lakes everywhere . The future
may see this change with the
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definite advantages of trike
towing over this flat , alligator
infested Lake state.
Last of all I would like to thank
Steve and Kim Moyes for being
at airports, picking us and our
hang gliders up etc, and the
hospitality while being in L.A.
Last of all, just say to any
members
of
HGFA
contemplating going 0.5.
GO FOR IT!
FLYINGS GREAT TOO!

I've also found that those who
beat the racist/sexist band wagon
are those that haven't come to
terms with the fact that people
are different, and that some of
these people with differences can
enjoy and laugh at that fact.
But that's not why I'm writing.
Something that concerns our
sport. has motivated me to write
to our rag. It is the question of
trikes and hang gliding, and the
methods which those who are
pushing the trike cause are using
and the statements made, to

Ken (Benny) Hill
Dear Geoff,
It seems to me that if hang glider
pilots were as excited about hang
gliding as they are about cats,
religion, sexism and sniping then
the sport would advance at a
much greater rate than it is at the
moment.

I didn't find the famous page 19
cartoon ei ther offensive or sexis t,
but maybe that's because I can
still laugh at things that have
been
omi tted
from
the
"enlightened" persons mind.

convince us that we NEED them
as a part of HGF A.

Firstly let me say that I love
flying trikes and I'm about to
purchase one. I can see that they
will open up many great hang
gliding possibilities regarding
aero towing. I also fly hang
gliders (and love it) being a
member a member of HGFA
(requ ired by law because of
insurance and other matters). 1
fly and own an ultralight and sc
belong to the AUF.
As thE
readers mayor may not knov.
ultralights have their owr
ANO's under which we operate
Both ANO 95.10 and 95.25 definE

many trike owners use their
machines for that purpose. If
they want to soar around the sky
then ' they usually fly a hang
glider.
The use of trikes as I see one of
their main and handiest
applications in aero towing a
hang glider, could be likened to
the trusty Piper Pawnee aero
tugging a sailplane/ glider. These
tug planes do not have their own
ANO under which they opperate.
These aircraft are flown and
maintained under an ANO or
ANO's which are relevant for
them.

, aeroplane" as a power driven
:leavier than air aircraft deriving
.ts lift in flight from aerodynamic
~eactions on surfaces remaining
fixed under given conditions of
flight.
A hang glider is not defined as
:)eing power driven in ANO 95.8,
why does a hang glider with a
motor remain a hang glider and
not an ultralight? The Skyeraft
::>r Wheeler Scout Ultralight was
::>nce a hang glider but now is
very much an ultralight.

,0

With the advent of to days trike
and the applications for which
they are being designed, that is
aero towing, training, sheep and
cattle mustering, recreational
vehicles, it seems wrong to me to
draw an analogy with motor
gliders and their classification as
gliders with the gli6ing
federation. Motor gliders are
used primarily for motoring
themselves up to a certain height
shutting down the engine and
operating as a glider does.
Granted trikes can do this in a
sort of fashion but then so can I
in my ultralight. However not

One dilemma I do have is the
use of trikes as instruction
vehicles for hang glider pilots,
but then to learn to fly an
ultralight I had lessons in a
Robin, two Cessnas and a Piper
Tomahawk.
What probably bothers me more
than the fact that HGFA has
taken on trikes . for a TRIAL
period of ONE year is the way
that those who are pushing the
trike cause seem to have opted
out and used their "mates" in the
HGFA to win a commitment to
cover their operations and sales,
and some of the arguments put
forward to try and convince
many of the HGFA members

trikes and training and ratings
etc. This is great!! But it worries
me to see this aspect of sport
aviation
organised
and
controlled in a fashion by those
who develop and market the
vehicle. We will end up with a
situation similar to the Cessna
flying schools which is basically
"We have the best and safest, we
are the biggest and the others,
well why bother".
A very
unbalanced point of view. What
is going to happen when another
manufacturer comes on the
scene? Will those established
accept the newcomer to the
potential market place or use
their "position" to try and
eliminate the competition.
May I ask, who at the meeting in
Canberra representing the AUF
said that the AUF knows nothing
about trikes and that they (the
AUF) have no interest in taking
on trikes?
Being a member of the AUF no
mention has been made in the
AUF Newsletter relating to
trikes.
As far as I'm concerned trikes
ARE ultralights and not hang
gliders with power plants
attached.
Anyone who says
differently is trying to pull the
wool over others eyes.

(many of whom haven't seen a
real life trike) that trikes are Happy hasseling and good flying
blood brothers with hang gliders. Glen Wilson
I mean the definition, a trike,
being a hang glider which uses a (I have got a number but
power unit to become airborne numbers are impersonal)
and stay aloft. I'd like to see PS Congrats to Chicken George.
some of these power units Great articles! Look forward to
removed from the "hang glider" flying with you this summer at
and then have the wing flown as Corryong.
a hang glider. Trike wings are
specifically designed and built for EDITORS NOTE:
the purpose of attaching the
power unit. It only LOOKS like a Thanks
for
wri ting
a
hang glider.
constructive, intelligent letter
(rare these days). The situation
Those pushing the trike cause with trikes is that we have them
have put a lot of effort into the for at least a year, but possibly for
development and organisation of good.
I'm told that at the
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meeting in Canberra the AUF
said they didn't want trikes, but
that later, members of the same
organisation said they did want
them, so there is always the
possibility of them being handed
over to AUF in the future. For
now though, I don't think it
really affects us purist hangies if
HGFA controls trikes.
Dear Editor,
I want to thank Melinda
Harrington for her unapologetic
reference to the pathetic cartoon
on p.19, September issue of
Skysailor. Likewise I found it
trash and resent financially
contributing to it.
I feel certain that voluntary
membership of the Hang Gliding
Federation and magazine
membership on it's own worth
would put pay to the occasional
arrogance handed out to
members (eg. your reply to Ms.
Harrington).
The literally captive audience is
not exactly an example of a
healthy democracy at work. In
the meantime a postal ballot
could be a small step towards a
more equitable organisation.
Yours
Joseph Havlena,
Sydney
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p.s. Sorry for the late response,
the magazine reached me only
five days ago. The issues raised
will probably be just as relevant
in the coming edition. J.H.

Dear Geoff,
I must say that I was both
surprised and disappointed to
read all the fuss over James
Nathaniel's "sexist" cartoon.
While I did not find the cartoon
particularly amusing myself, I
definitely cannot find anything
offensive in it at all. I realise that
some of our readers may have
found the cartoon distasteful, but
I feel that if all the rna terial
which may prove distasteful to
someone, were to be removed
from Skysailor, there would be
very little left to keep the covers
apart. Hang gliding is just about
the most diverse sport around,
and our flying community is just
as diverse as the sport we all
love. This makes for one of the
most interesting and dynamic
club journals I have ever
encountered. It also places the
Editor of that journal in a
difficult position: How, given
such a diverse readership, is the
Editor to decide what the
readership wants?

When I was Editor I found tha
the only fair and reasonable wa)
of resolving this problem was tc
be guided by the contribution:
received. After all, if someonl
takes the trouble to send in j
contribution, it's a pretty fair be
that at least one person (thl
sender) wants to see it published
This was the policy whicl
allowed the publication of aJ
occasionally amusing, sometime
very funny, comic strip calle(
"The Continuing Adventures c
Free Flight Addicts Associated
by one Mike Everest. Whil
man y found this comic s tri
infantile, and I myself foun ,
Mike's
ethno-centric
ani
juvenile portrayal of the SoviE
Airforce a little too much to bea
(no pun intended),I recognise
that quite a few pilots woul
appreciate a little light an
inconsequential nonsense in th
magazine.
In fact I actuall
defended Mike's right to hay
his work published in Skysailo
when this was called int
question. I feel that I am totall
justified in feeling that Mike
denegration of the work of oth!
artis ts (James Nathaniel an
Adam Hunt in particular)
nothing more than a shabl::
tantrum inspired by artist
jealousy.

It seems that in the past ten years
or so, the work done by a few
people over many years, in
fighting against sexism and all
other forms of bigotry, has
suddenly become fashionable.
This has led to the trivialisation
of the whole issue by a horde of
well meaning, but ill-informed
idealists, who inevitably grasp at
side issues and divert attention
from the real problems they
should be addressing. These
people, who in all sincerity,
consider
themselves
"progressive" and "liberal" in
their beliefs, would probably be
horrified to find how close their
rhetoric has come to that of the
Fred
Niles
and
Mary
Whitehouses of the world.

tend to discourage most women
from ever considering becoming
a pilot, one could quite
reasonably argue that we should
be taking some form of
"Affirmative
Action"
to
encourage more women to learn
to fly and to continue on with it.

There IS too much sexism in
hang gliding. A blind man on a
galloping 'horse could see that.
It's about time that all pilots,
male and female alike, started to
take a good hard look at their
own attitudes in this respect.
While at least most instructors
will now consent to teach female
students (this was not always the
case in the past), many
instructors persist in, indirectly
and directly, discouraging their
female students, with the result
that very few women ever get to
PR3 stage. Given the fact that the
prevailing
social
taboos
prohibiting women from most
dangerous and adventurous
activities (childbirth excluded)

Dear Geoff,

So how about we stop this
pseudo-moralistic prudery and
start looking for ways of
addressing the real problems of
sexism, racism, parochialism and
all the other 'isms' that plague
both our beloved sport, and our
society at large.
Wang on
Christophe

I am a little puzzled over the
certification
regulations
regarding new gliders sold in
Australia.
It appears that altering the area of
a glider by 5 sq. ft., changing the
anhedral angle by more than
7"(tip drop), altering dramatically
the length of the luff lines and
altering the configuration of the
hitch system does not constitute
sufficient "change" to warrant
the acq uisi tion of a new
certification certificate.
This fact must be true or
Skysailor would not be printing
ads for the new Foil 160 B unless

the rules have changed and we
can advertise uncertified gliders
again.
By the way the 160B Foil is a
derivation of the 155 Foil. Has
the 155 Foil ever been certified?
Fly safe
John Co by
EDITORS NOTE:
Skysailor policy is to advertise
gliders that HGFA feels are
CERTIFIABLE.
They don't
actually have to be certified.
Below is a copy of Enterprise
Wings letter to HGF A.
Dear Sirs,
We are about to release a refined
version of our current high
performance glider the Foil. The
new gliders will be called the Foil
B series as they will be based
upon the currently certified
model.
In particular the model we will
be advertiSing in Skysailor the
Foil 160 B is we feel in the light
of our experience here a
certifiable glider. The structural
integrity is absolutely no problem
as the frame is virtually
unchanged from the one which
was DHV tested in Germany last
year. Similarly the pitch will not
be a problem as the aerofoil
section is different in only minor
aspects.
Despite this we are at present
building a pitch rig upon which
we will be testing the new glider
as soon as possible. We also
have plans to formally certify the
glider probably in Germany in
the early part of next year during
the course of our export drive.
Yours Faithfully,
Bryan Hayhow
Director,
Enterprise Wings.
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~~Market Place~~~
NSW
SKY SYSTEMS POD
Red, . rainbow webbing, small,ex condo . $280
ono.
Body Bags, new $350
Phone Phil 02 398 2902
GYRO 2 160 (PR1)
Yellow, green and black.
Excellent condition. $1500
Ph Wozza (02) 949 4829
MOYES GT 195 (PR3) 1984
Blue LIE and U.S. White sail. $1100 ono
Ph Alan Barber (02) 436 4800 AH & BH. Can
organise freight within Aus.
MOYES MARS 150 (PR2)
Yellow and rainbow. Good condition, flies
beautifully $1300 ono
MOYES HARNESS
Backpack cocoon in blue and red, with or
without parachute. Suit 5'5"- 5'7".Good
condition $480 ono
Ph Marisa (02) 969 3035
FOIL 155 (PR3)
Yellow/white, 6 months old, very good
condition $1750
Ph Denis Gilbert- (042) 28 5204
MOYES GTS 170 (PR3) with VB
Yellow LIE, red keel pocket, red and yellow
U.S. Handles very well and in good condition .
$1000.
Also blue, red and yellow prone harness
$150.
Ph David Cunningham (02) 569 9024
CBRADIO
Hand held Tandy TRC-215, 5W 6 channel.
Brand new, never used. $140 +P&P. Extra
crystals available .
Ph Gary (043) 84 6556

PA STIRRUP HARNESS
In good condition, suit beginner or spare for
passenger. $35
Ph Guy (02) 570 8635
SWIFT 170 (PR3)
Black L.E, brown, yellow and white.
time, excellent condition. $600 .
Ph (042) 67 1794

Low air

MOYES MARS 170 (PR1)
Blue and white, excellent condition . Never
torn or bent. Harness and helmet included.
$1300 ono
Ph (02) 94 7930
MOYES MARS 170 (PR1-PR3)
Excellent condition, very low hours, recentl)
checked over by the Moyes factory. White
with blue and gold LIE. A true bargain!
$1250
Ph Craig (02) 525 3004 AH; (02) 344 1597
BH.
I can deliver for you.
MOYES MARS 170 (PR1)
Blue LIE , yellow and white, low flying hour~
good condition. Plus apron harness and
helmet. $1200 ono
Ph Phil (02) 664 1703
MARS 150 (PR1)
Top condition, orange and white, great ladie
or little guys glider. $1100 or swap for
170-180 Mars or Gyro PRO-1.
SABRE 177 (PR4)
Light blue main, orange and dark blue U/S.
years old and in great condition . Speed b~r,
VB. Flies very well and has flown some nlCI
XC flights. Around $1200.
PA COCOON HARNESS green, chute bag, suit
big 6'+ person. Good condition $100
Ph Glenn (060) 76 1145

SA
PROSTAR 2 160 (PR3)
White with red double surface and LIE, white
star.
PROSTAR 2 130 (PR3)
White with pacific blue double surface and
LIE, white star with rainbow trail.
Both 3 years old, one owner, enclosed crossbar, good speed range, excellent predictable
handling. Good condition. USHGMA certified
(these are US gliders made by Progressive
Aircraft. )
$500 or best offer.
Batten profile, owner's manual and spare
uprights included.
Ph Sue or Colin Hansen (08) 276 8593 AH
Sue (08) 223 0230 BH
Colin
(08) 228 5946 BH
OLD

VISION 18 (PR2)
1 year old but has only 4hrs flying time , is in
perfect condition. Brown LIE and fin, red and
pink double surface, white top surface
$1400 .
Realistic 5W 6 Ch CB with helmet and boom
mike, A-frame mount and transmit switch.
Has never been used $130.
Suncoast Gliders stirrup harness, red and
orange only 4hrs use $90. Perfect condition .
Hummingbird vario, Thommen altimeter and
Hall airspeed indicator, all mounted on an
instrument clamp. Perfect condition. $300.
All of the above as a package for $1800, less
than new price of glider alone.
Phone (07) 263 6249 .
NZ POD HARNESS
Gold and black, med-Ige , very little use $290
'Suncoast' Backpack Cocoon. XC Racer with 4
pulley equalizer and SS cable suspensions.
Little use , suit pilot 5'10"- 6'2". $195 .
Stan Roy, Dales Rd, Palmwoods, 4555
Ph (071) 45 9185
MOYES GTR (PR3)
Low hours , near perfect condition . Red,
orange, white tastefully combined, looks
fantastic with the sun reflecting off the
shiny red surf cote leading edges circling
upwards. Includes speed bar and VB. $1900
Also the following accessories with, or

after the glider is sold.
Instrument bar withlitek vario and Thommen
altimeter. $350
Harness and wind haven chute. $300
ASI and bracket. $25
Large helmet. $35
Spare harness (apron) $30
or the lot $2500
Ring Andrew Kennedy (07) 286 4412 BH
(07) 286 2278 AH
ACT

GT 170 (PR3)
Clean white topsail, orange U.S. and blue LIE
in excellent condition $1100. Will deliver to
Sydney.
PA Cocoon, dark blue, zipper for chute, tow
bridle and release, suit pilot about 5'4" $150
PA Chute, unused $250
Litek vario in white faired case, with quick
clamp attachment and Hall ASI $150
Thommen altimeter, wrist strap, $150.
Realistic 5W CB with down tube mounts,
mic, trailing aerial, 2 sets of Nicads
(switchable in flight), 6 sets of crystals
$170 .
Tandy car CB, 5W, 40 Ch, mic. SWR meter and
magnetic roof mounting aerial $100.
(062) 47 7778 Greg Tanner, prices
negotiable, starting aerobatics next week.
MAGIC155 (PR3)
High performance, magic handling $1650. I
am forced to buy a smaller glider.
Ph Di for more information (062) 48 5215 AH
VIC

MOYES GTS 170 (PR3)
White mainsail with yellow U.S. This glider
is in good condition and flies well . Includes
batten profile and factory manual. $950
Ph Ian (03) 555 4810 AH
(03) 762 8292 BH
AIRBORNE WINDSPORTS TRIKE
powered by Rotax 277, gear reduction drive,
tachometer, strobe, 12 volt regulatorrectifier, together with Airbourne
Windsports GTR-162 wing, low hours,
perfect condition, very easy to fly and
economical, $4800 .
Ph John Bremer (03) 744 4578

PROBE 2 165 (PR3)
All white with rainbow U/S (yellow, orange,
red). Good condition, flys very well.
Ph Andrew Phillips on (03) 758 0091
$900 ono.
LOST AT STANWELL PARK TAKE OFF AREA
One black zip up jacket with a patch of red paint on
left breast and one Line 7 flying suit. Blue with
black cuffs at arm and legs.
Left there on Sat. 22nd Nov.
Please if found hand into Enterprise Wings Factory
and/ or ring (066) 847328

X-L

LE.g~LJE

A near mi ss r ecently, at Mt . Tambourine

STANDINGS as aT 10/12186
PILOT

FIT 1

JEFFERY Mar I e

19.0Rc 19.0Rc
931
931
105.3Dc 44.7Gc
1000
513
87.1Gc 100.6Dc
1000
955
24.8Tc 42.0Dc
1000
398
20.4Rc 72.8Dc
1000
691
83.6Dc 57.0Dc
793
541
57.0Dc 37.2Dc
541
353
20.4Rc
1000
72.2Gc
828
72 .8Dc
691
39.7Dc 23.3Dc
221
377

FIMERI Garry
KELLY Peu I
MOLLISON Paul
LEE Wayne
HANSEti Co lin
HANSEN Sue
MACLEAN Ian
HUBBARD Guy
TULLOCH Geoff
SVENS BirgiT

Key: F lighT scores
are
shown

FIT 2

FIT 3

FIT 4

FIT 5 TOTAL

18.0Rc
882
52.8Dc
501

34.7Dc 15.0Dc
329
142

37.9Dc
359

20.5Dc
194

2014
1955
1953
1691

23.4Gc
268
23.4Gc
268

75.1Dc
961

1603
23.4Gc
268

ROBINSON SCOTt
DAV IE Gary
BEAVIS Alan
MAXWELL W

1431
1000
828
691
598

75.1 is diSTance in kays
Dc
is fl ighT caTegory
961 are The points scored

The fol lowing piloTs have enTered The competition
TO date no fl ight deTai Is have been received.
GILBERT Denis
SNEDDEN RI chard
KAMBAS George
BLENKINSOP Steve

3216

but

JENSEN Ken
PHILLIPS Jeff

LOST
Blue bQc.k~Gk harness,

yellow 190 Id -Pront stripes

Reel, pIo.s-tic. +Oy par-D.Chu·tts1 aitac.,he.cl.

Pleo.se ring Tony on
~~1f-3q 12Sb far +ho.nks
a.n d. $10 (Of' ~U·IV. if\ bee?
PS. GI'e(,!\ f\e. \(Y\ ut
oj 'bOo

Send al I entries, offers of sponsorship, eTC TO 1986/7 XC
LEAGUE, Paul MOLLISON, 8 Brown STreeT., ADAMSTOWN. NSW 2289
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CARL BRADEN FLYING THE FOIL 160B
1ST NSW STATE TITLES '86
lRD EUNGELLA FOSTERS ANSETT COMP
LIGHTER CONTROL PRESSURES
OUTSTANDING CLIMBING ABILITY
SUPERB GLIDE

A WINNING COMBINATION
HOW CAN YOU SAY NO!

1/189 PARKES ST

HELENSBURGH 2508

PH. 042 942052

